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EDITOR’S NOTE

Walking out on the final night of our last event, we left
with pockets full of handwritten notes, on ideas for our
next. And in January of this year, we began building Sole
DXB 2017.
The steps to building the program you see in this
publication today, have spanned 11 months, countless
phone calls, some minor breakdowns, and multiple flights
that saw us reaching out to creators in Tokyo, Hong
Kong, New York City, Los Angeles, London, Barcelona,
and our very own hometown of Dubai.
More than ever, this process has been reductive. How
do we filter our thoughts to have a story that’s true to the
nature of our community. We’ve reached out to people
in other cities, to build connections to ours and we’re
convinced that you’ll be attending our best event yet:
richer in content and larger in scale.
It’s November again and we are weeks away from the
most important weekend of our professional lives. In the
most challenging of years, we can’t wait to show Dubai
the power of people coming together with strong ideas
and good vibes.
We’ve leaned on so many of you through this journey, and
we want to say thank you to the family, friends, strangers,
and our better halves, for your constant encouragement
and your unconditional love.
On December 7th - 9th, we look forward to welcoming
you with some serious heat on your feet. Welcome to the
6th edition of Sole DXB.

1974 - 2017
DEDICATED TO

Peace and Love,

ALBERT ‘PRODIGY’ JOHNSON

Sole
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CAMPAIGN 2017
CREATIVE AGENCY MOLOOBHOY & BROWN
DESIGN STUDIO UNIT DESIGN COLLECTIVE
SOUNDTRACK WILL SESSIONS ‘OFF THE LINE’
LINK VIMEO.COM/SOLEDXB/SOLEDXB2017

OFFICIAL PARTNER

Sole DXB has partnered with Moloobhoy & Brown
an award-winning independent design and brand
communication studio based in Dubai.
moloobhoybrown.com @moloobhoybrown

Campaign 2017
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“IT IS THE FIRST TIME ANYTHING LIKE THIS HAS BEEN
BROUGHT TO THE MIDDLE EAST SO WE ARE VERY
EXCITED TO WELCOME EVERYONE INTO THE WORLD
OF ANDY WARHOL AND CADILLAC.
THIS COLLABORATION HELPS TO TELL THE STORY
OF ONE THE MOST FAMOUS ARTIST OF OUR TIME,
AS WELL AS THE UNIQUE PART CADILLAC PLAYED
IN THE IDEOLOGY OF THE AMERICAN DREAM.”
Nadim Ghrayeb Regional Marketing Manager, Cadillac Middle East

CADILLAC BRINGS ‘LETTERS TO ANDY WARHOL’ EXHIBITION
LAUNCHING EXCLUSIVELY AT SOLE DXB
6

Art
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Cadillac, in partnership with The Andy Warhol Museum,
reveals final exhibition of Letters to Andy Warhol will
open at Sole DXB 2017.
Icon. Celebrity. Artist. Andy Warhol was among the most
influential people of the twentieth century. A daring
innovator and remarkable entrepreneur, Andy Warhol
blurred the lines between art and commerce, celebrating
iconic fixtures of American life - the Cadillac a mainstay
in his life’s works. Letters to Andy Warhol showcases
rarely seen letters from the likes of Yves Saint Laurent,
Mick Jagger, the Museum of Modern Art, the New York
State Department of Public Works and a mutual friend of
his and Truman Capote that offer a glimpse into Warhol’s
most personal experiences and relationships. Each letter
has inspired artistic contributions and experiences from
a roster of talent including Aimee Mullins, Brian Atwood,
Chiara Clemente, Derek Blasberg, David LaChapelle,
Francesco Clemente, J.J. Martin, Nick Rhodes, Sean
Lennon, Sienna Miller and Zac Posen.

8

Letters to Warhol provides a unique dialogue between
the era of handwritten notes and our technologyfilled present. This rare glimpse into Warhol’s private
correspondence reveals the bold spirit of a brilliant
American icon – a multi-faceted, sensitive and ambitious
artist whose determined self-belief and overarching
optimism Cadillac is proud to celebrate at Sole DXB
this December.
Rajat Malhotra, Director, Sole DXB said, “Having
worked with Cadillac for 3 years now, this is the level
of commitment and calibre of execution we’ve come
to expect from their team. We’re thrilled to host the
launch of Letters to Andy at Sole DXB. The exhibition
signals our outlook on how we’d like to approach the
representation of art, one of our key pillars, at the
event, moving forward. Andy Warhol played an
outsized role in our understanding of culture, growing
up, and we hope looking into our past, will help inform
our future.”

soledxb.com

“WHERE’S THE LOVE?”
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LET ME TAKE YOU BACK IN TIME.
NOT TOO FAR BACK. NOT TO THE TIME
WHEN SHOES WERE JUST STRIPS OF
LEATHER, NUBUCK, AND SUEDE SEWN
ONTO RUBBER. NOT TO THE TIME WHEN
PEOPLE ONLY BOUGHT SNEAKERS TO
PLAY SPORTS IN AND WHEN THAT ONE
PAIR DIED, YOU WENT AND BOUGHT
ANOTHER PAIR.

WORDS JEFFSTAPLE

I’m talking a little later. I’m talking that time when athletes
were elevated to the highest status. When television
commercials were a highly anticipated event. When
marketing a shoe started to become just as important as
the design of the shoe. Let’s call it 1987—which is, in my
opinion—the start of the Golden Era of sneaker culture.
Back then, sneaker brands had one goal in mind: Make
better products for our athletes. And that they did. Our
athletes began to perform better and better. Not just
because of the shoes; lots of other advancements were
occurring. But the shoes were basically their sword and
shield. When they became hero’s, we looked down at
their feet in awe (and prayed?) “How were they able to
accomplish that??? “Gotta be the shoes. The shoes.”

Lee’s character Mars Blackmon “She’s Gotta Have It” 1986

staplepigeon.com

And the thing is, we all knew it was sort of a gimmick. We
knew buying them shoes wouldn’t make us run faster or
jump higher. But you know what? It was the only tangible
thing that could connect Us to Them! And so we gladly
forked over $70, $80, $90 or —GASP—even $100 for
them! (The dream wasn’t cheap!)
So sneaker brands did their job. Athletes did their job.
And all the while, the coolest kids around would know
just how to rock these shoes into their own personal style.
These were the fly guys aka The Cool Kids. Let’s face it,
back in the 80s, if a kid walked into school with a fresh
pair of Jordan’s or the new Agassi’s on; he was THE MAN.

Air Jordan III White Cement

’89 Spike Lee as Mars Blackmon with Michael Jordan Nike Ad

Then somewhere along the way, the tables turned and
things got switched up. See, these Cool Kids started to
tell shop owners what they wanted to see. And the shop
owners took notes. And when the shops would meet the
brands to place their orders, they’d tell them. “Johnny,
who’s the starting QB and Prom King of our local high
school says you should make these in Wheat. And kids
really look up to him.” And normally, the brands would
be like “yeah whatever.” But these stores started to throw
their weight around. And why not? If you’re a store
spending hundreds of thousands of dollars a year on
a brand, you should be able to speak your mind, right?
So the sales guy at the sneaker brands would go back
to the design team and be like “Hey, can’t you just do a
run in this other color for my account. They’re putting up
some good dollars.” And as these special runs started to
perform well, it only made sense for it to happen more
and more. And the designers might feel more and more
obliged to do it!

I vividly recall the day I become a certified Sneakerhead.
I was in 6th grade and the Air Jordan III White/Cements
had just dropped. I wore the perfect pant with just the
right pin roll, socks that would emphasize what I had
on my feet and the crispy J’s without a scuff on them.
First class of the day was Social Studies. I walked in a
few minutes late (cuz that’s what the cool kids did) and
I remember once I walked in that door, everyone in the
entire class, including the teacher—Mr. Olsen, looked
at me, then looked down at my feet. In unison! I literally
snapped 30 necks all at the same time! And from that
point on, I was hooked. To this day, that is still the most
amazing feeling. But I digress….

McEnroe Swears By Them Nike Ad

’90 Nike Air Tech Challenge II Hot Lava Ad

It was all so innocent back then wasn’t it? Brands would
make amazing products for their athletes. Athletes would
do amazing things with these products. Brands would
run a sick commercial on TV. We’d get hyped. We’d go
out and do some babysitting, mow a lawn, deliver some
newspapers or look under our sofa cushion so that
we could get some cash together and cop those kicks.
We’d love and cherish the shoes. Sleep with them at our
bedside so it was the first thing we see when we woke
up. We’d plan our entire outfit around these shoes. We’d
study every centimeter of the box. We’d iron the laces to
make sure they remained super flat. We’d smell the glues
and try to guess which factory the shoes were made in.
We’d save all the little hangtags. And the stories. Man, we
would love those stories. And we’d want to be the one who
shared those stories with our crew. And so we dug deeper
for information to make sure we got the leg up on that
intel that no one else had. “Y’all know these are banned
from the NBA??” “Y’all heard only The Athlete’s Foot got
this colorway!”

Air Jordan 1 banned
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Will rocking the Air Jordan 11 “Columbia”
in Fresh Prince of Bel-Air series finale

If you fast forward that rolling snowball to today, you
have modern sneaker culture. Which is barely a “culture”
anymore to be honest. It’s an industry titan.
It’s gotten so crazy that in 2017, athletes are no longer
seen as the influential figures they once were. Athletes
want to be rappers. Or streetwear designers! So now
the Cool Kids are running the show. And I can’t really
complain because I’m part of the problem, right?
Nowadays, a kid who printed some tees in his mom’s
basement can be a rock star overnight. And now he can
get a shoe deal faster than a kid in college who scores 38
points per game.

THIS ALL SEEMS VERY RUDIMENTARY THE WAY I AM
SPELLING IT OUT, BUT IT MARKS A PIVOTAL TIME IN
SNEAKER CULTURE: WHEN CONSUMERS AND SALES
PEOPLE STARTED TO GAIN POWER. FROM A BRAND’S
PERSPECTIVE, IT WAS NO LONGER “LET’S DO WHAT IS
RIGHT FOR THE ATHLETE AND THAT’S IT.” NOW IT’S
“LET’S MAKE SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE. THE
ATHLETE. THE SHOP. AND THE COOL KID.”
INEVITABLY, THAT WATERS DOWN THE PRODUCT.

Here’s the problem though. The sneaker brands create
product with that threshold in mind now. Shoes are
supposed to sell out in a day. Shoes are supposed to be
rioted over (mah bad on that one). Shoes are supposed
to have a resell value. Shoes are supposed to appear in
your latest rap video. And when they don’t, it’s considered
a flop. So designers avoid doing them. And you best
believe your favorite shoe designer is checking for their
creations on eBay and Stadium Goods.

Supreme Foamposite Campout line LA

But here’s a news flash: Shoes are not supposed to be any
of those things!
Shoes are supposed to help you feel better in every single
step. And they’re supposed to make you look and feel
good. Anything beyond that… Anything that relates to
pair count, distribution strategy, celebrity endorsement,
camp outs, bots, resell value, etc etc—is just HYPE. And
we can’t build the future of this culture on HYPE. A lot of
people can become introduced to the culture via Hype.
But those people probably won’t stay for long. And after
they’ve all left, we’ll only have the people who love this
culture to its core. We all need to start paying attention to
them again.

SO HERE’S MY QUESTION TO THE ENTIRE INDUSTRY.
THE AGE OF INNOCENCE IS GONE.
HOW DO WE BRING THE CULTURE BACK?
HOW DO WE BRING THE EXCITEMENT BACK?
HOW DO WE BRING THE LOVE BACK?
OR… DO WE EVEN NEED TO?
AT THE END OF THE DAY, THEY’RE JUST STRIPS OF
LEATHER, NUBUCK AND SUEDE GLUED ONTO RUBBER
RIGHT?

Air Jordan 5 in Fresh Prince of Bel-Air
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In addition, an integral new player in the culture came
to fruition—The Reseller. I knew some of the earliest
“resellers” in the game (Here’s lookin’ at you Vintage Kicks
USA and SKIT in Kichijoji). They weren’t so much reselling
as it was just charging a “service fee” for that person
to get you some kicks that were hard to obtain. But
today? All you gotta do is look at Stock X to see that this
homegrown cottage industry has turned into a monster.
And just like real stocks, you now have a lot of people
playing a role in this without actually living or loving the
culture it is based on. All they care about is whether it
turns a profit or not.

soledxb.com

Instagram @jeffstaple
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8 DEC

HEADLINE

STRETCH
DJ

ARMSTRONG
SHORTKUT

KANO
16
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Lineup
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8 DEC

8 DEC

GOLDLINK
18

IAMDDB
soledxb.com

Lineup
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8 DEC

8 DEC
NXWORRIES

ANDERSON .PAAK + KNXWLEDGE

EDSON SABAJO
AFTER

DJ SP
PARTY

PRESENTED BY PUMA
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Lineup
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9 DEC

HEADLINE

9 DEC

PUSHA T

SERIOUS KLEIN
Lineup
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9 DEC
TOM
DAVE
ANDY
AFTER

24

CRANE
LUBIN
BAXTER

PARTY

soledxb.com

SOLE

DXB

2017

LINEUP

YUi is very first handmade Japanese ramen restaurant
in the Middle East. We use fresh ingredients from Japan
and UAE. For ramen noodles, we make handmade
noodles every day with Japanese flour and all the
noodles for ramen and dumplings are made in-house.
We also source local chicken for the broth, simmered
for 10 hours everyday for best quality of soup. YUi’d
signature menus are Chicken Paitan, Tantanmen and
Age Gyoza. Chicken Paitan is made of egg noodles with
rich chicken broth. Tantanmen is spicy ramen made from
chicken, seafood, vegetables and spicy sesame peanuts
paste. Last but not least, Age Gyoza is the handmade
deep fried chicken and vegetable dumplings.
Instagram @selectframeshop
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FOOD + BEVERAGE
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CLINTON STREET BAKING COMPANY
KOLD PRESS JUICE KO.
PINZA
POKE POKE
PROJECT CHAIWALA
SEVEN FORTUNES COFFEE
SHAKE SHACK
TAQADO MEXICAN KITCHEN
YUMTINGZ

soledxb.com

Food + Beverage
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HIGHWAY
TYO

PHOTOGRAPHY FAREL BISOTTO

IN APRIL 2017, THE SOLE TEAM WENT TO JAPAN. THE FOLLOWING IMAGES
WERE SHOT OVER THE COURSE OF 10 NIGHTS AND 9 DAYS.
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@farelbisotto

Photography
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8 DEC

TALK 1

JEFFSTAPLE
TALKS

TALK 2

PETER BITTENBENDER
MASS APPEAL

Supported by

MODERATED BY BOBBITO GARCIA

TALK 3

PUSHA T
MODERATED BY STRETCH ARMSTRONG
38
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Meet YPPERLIG
The latest collaboration from IKEA and Danish design company HAY
The collection includes a wide variety of products,
from larger pieces such as sofas and coffee tables
all the way to smaller accessories like an updated
version of the iconic blue IKEA bag.
The bag comes in three different colours, all ready
to carry your new soles and a whole more.

So pick up, pack up and get going.

TALK 1

9 DEC

THE BEAUTY
OF BASICSOF BASICS
THE
BEAUTY

MUBI ALI
PETER JANSSON
SNEAKERSNSTUFF
MODERATED BY WOODY

TALK 2

HIROSHI FUJIWARA
MODERATED BY JEFFSTAPLE

TALK 3

MELODY EHSANI
Talks
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DAVID FISCHER

SOLE DXB 2017 SPEAKERS + GUESTS

David Fischer founded Highsnobiety in 2005, while
studying Business Administration at the University of
Zurich. What started as a passion blog, grew over the last
decade into one of the most influential global translators
of culture to a style conscious and connected young male
audience. Today Highsnobiety reaches 50 Million People
every single month around the globe.
Instagram @mrsnob / @highsnobiety

ADAM KATZ SINDING
Le 21ème (Pronounced Luh Van-Tay-Uh-Nee-Em) is the
work of American-born and Copenhagen-based Adam
Katz Sinding. Le 21ème is a comprehensive archive of
fashion-related events around the world. In an effort to
capture the zeitgeist of the contemporary fashion industry,
Adam travels the world 300+ days a year documenting from
over 25 countries’ events. Le 21ème is a photojournalistic
take on the way we express ourselves through our own
personal aesthetic.
Instagram @le21eme

LEVI MAESTRO
A Los Angeles based video creator telling stories about
creative people, promoting positivity and shining a light
on awesome things that are happening around the world.
Maestro began a self-documented online show in 2009
called Maestro Knows showcasing the lives of his friends
and others he admired. Due to weekly distributed pieces
and early adoption of online video in episodic form, the
show’s notoriety brought attention and materialized
a career through contracted work with a variety of
agencies and brands.
Instagram @levimaestro
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Download our app to stay up to date with all the talks,
performances & brands at Sole DXB 2017.

HIKMET SUGOER
Hikmet Sugoer is 100% passionate about what he does,
enjoying life and doing things in his own very honest
and friendly way. His passion for trainers and fashion
as a kid was the foundation for his later profession and
his first sneaker store 16 years ago: Trainer. A store
with vintage sneakers. Sadly supply was not endless for
vintage trainers. Therefore he made a total new concept
in 2002 and opened one of the first sneaker niche stores
in Germany: Solebox. Solebox was regularly chosen by
the global sneaker community as one of the best stores
of its kind. Sneaker collectors are hunting nowadays
for his exclusive collabs that he made through the years
with different brands. End of 2013 Solebox was taken
over by Snipes/Deichmann and he left the company end
of 2015. 2016 was the start for his own small footwear
brand SONRA. A footwear brand made of his passion for
sneaker. Made in Germany. Designed by himself. Today he
is not only doing his very own SONRA, he is also consulting
brands and helping with Design and Marketing.
Instagram @hikmetsugoer
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Have you been to Dubai before? And if not, what is
your perception of what you expect to find here?
Yes, but about 15 years ago.

What’s your opinion of celebrity endorsements of
brands?
I don’t know.

What does your typical workday look like?
Each day different.

We’ve seen the impact of the internet and social media
in how people consume information and get exposed
to new brands. What do you feel are the positive and
negative aspects of this phenomenon?
Fun to look at as an audience. Hard to keep up as
a brand.

What does your typical weekend look like?
Each day different.
Who is your audience when you are designing?
Myself.
What’s your criteria in picking whom to collaborate
with?
Personality.
What were your top 3 collabs?
I don’t really remember all, so I can not pick.

HIROSHI FUJIWARA

Has anyone ever turned you down for a collab you
wanted to execute?
Not really.
Are you looking at a revival of previous projects, or new
ones, with Jun Takahashi?
Not right now.
Who is surprising you in the space of fashion today?
Virgil.
Does the fashion industry still excite you?
Yes.
How does Tokyo’s retail landscape differ from other
major cities like NYC, London, Paris, Hong Kong?
I guess it all same.

What are 5 songs currently on rotation on your playlist?
Baby I Love You So – Jacob Miller
Peace, Love & Harmony – N.D. Moffatt
If You Don’t Want My Love – Bobby Womack
Jah Love – Weapon Of Peace
Body and Soul – Billie Holiday.
What new music is surprising you?
Nothing surprises me so far.
Who do you feel personifies the future of Hip Hop
today?
I don’t really know…
What are your top 3 restaurants around the world?
Narisawa. Sazenka. Ten Zushi.
How has Japanese social and business culture affected
the way you’ve approached your work?
Nothing… it’s all same any where.
What’s still left to accomplish in the story of Hiroshi
Fujiwara?
You know all about me now.

Luxury has been moving towards streetwear for a few
years now, hitting fever pitch with your Fragment x LV
collab, the Supreme x LV Collab, and the direction that
brands like Gucci have taken recently. Do you think
luxury will stay and contribute in this space, or is this a
quick seasonal trend for them?
I don’t think so, it will change I guess.
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ASICS
DIOR HOMME
NIKE
PUMA
REEBOK

PARTICIPATING BRANDS
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AKIN
AMONGST FEW
ANTHLGY
B&O PLAY
BLOOMINGDALE’S DUBAI
BLOOD BROTHER
BRANDBLACK
CAREEM
CARHARTT WIP
CONCEPTS
CREATIVE RECREATION
CREP PROTECT
D1 MILANO
FILA
5IVE PILLARS
FMM DUBAI
FRAME
GRIMEY
HARAAMIS
HAUTLETIC
HERSCHEL
INCASE
IUTER
IVY PARK
KENZO
LES BENJAMINS
LEVIS
MARCELO BURLON
MCQ
MELODY EHSANI
MONEY KICKS
NAMSHI
NEIGHBORHOOD
NEW ERA
NONNATIVE
OBEY
OCTOPUS
PANDA
PALLADIUM
PRECIOUS TRUST
PROFOUND AESTHETIC
PUBLIC SCHOOL
RETROGRADE
RVCA
SHABAB
SONRA
STANCE
STAPLE
STUSSY
SUPRA
SWATCH
THE HUNDREDS
TIMBERLAND
TOMS
UNDERCOVER
UPCLASSICS
VISVIM
VANS
VFTS
WACKO MARIA
WHITE MOUNTAINEERING
1915
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ASICSTIGER
The belief that a sound body is the road to sound mind
was Kihachiro Onitsuka’s vision of betterment. Pursuing
innovation has always been the story of ASICSTIGER.
Launched more than 30 years ago for athletes, GEL
technology makes today’s youth stand tall and in comfort,
from the streets to dance floors, providing there’s no
bump in a road, which can alter your trajectory.
In 2018 ASICSTIGER will change the game once again,
standing with a generation who refuse the everyday and
defy conventions. STAND WITH US.
GEL LYTE V SANZE
Instagram @asicstiger
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FRAME

FRAME is the very first ‘Japanese lifestyle
culture shop’ in this region which mainly
focuses on curating crafted items
alongside Men’s & Women’s apparel
collections and various genres of home
essentials, stationary goods, globally
sourced records and vintage books,
plants, foodstuffs, and even toys for
Collective.
Based on our concept of permaculture,
handcrafted art pieces and timeless items
have been carefully selected.

MEDICOM TOY
Established in 1996 in Japan, Medicom Toy Corporation
has been a company who has continuously created new
trends with a unique take on creating a lifestyle based
around toys and collectibles. Medicom’s long list of
collaborations include everyone from Kaws, Bape, Unkle,
Futura, Stash, Chanel, Comme des Garcons and many
more. Starting with 12 inch action figures, and eventually
KUBRICKS and BE@RBRICKS, today Medicom Toy
continues its evolution through self development, as well
as collaborations with various groups from street culture
to global corporations.

We are introducing a new shopping
experience in which everything you see in
the store is for sale. You can also relax and
enjoy food & beverages, which also carry
the concept of permaculture.
Instagram @selectshopframe

Instagram @selectshopframe

VISVIM
visvim® has been synonymous with quality since its first
appearance in the Japanese street-wear scene in 2001.
Designed and directed by Hiroki Nakamura, the brand
began operations producing footwear, which still remains
highly sought after in the Japanese fashion landscape.
As the brand continued to progress, the same hybrid
design principles of old-world craftsmanship meets
contemporary technology was applied to clothing and
accessory pieces. Taking inspirations from traditional
sources in workwear and folk wear with a nod to Native
American designs, visvim® has established a highly
recognizable and desirable aesthetic worldwide.
Instagram @selectshopframe
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UNDERCOVER
Founded by Jun Takahashi Undercover epitomizes the
essence of “Japanese cool”. Undercover produces finely
crafted clothing pieces drawing influence from punk
and street fashion. Takahashi was heavily influenced
by British Punk rock band “The Sex Pistols” and lead
singer Johnny Rotten of which he was told he resembled.
The brand was established in 1993 when Takahashi
and BAPE founder Nigo opened up the store Nowhere
in the Tokyo district of Harajuku. Both Nowhere and
Undercover really took off at this time and his work
soon was at the epicenter of the fashion scene during
the Ura-Harajuku Movement in the ‘90s. By Takahashi’s
own definition Undercover is “strange, but beautiful”.
Takahashi and Undercover have won numerous awards
and have been highly praised and coveted worldwide.
Instagram @selectshopframe
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NONNATIVE
Utilizing elements from traditional work and outer-wear
with subtle military hints, nonnative has been crafting
quality, casual and contemporary garments since 2005.
Inspired by a carefree and youthful lifestyle designer
Takayuki Fujii hones these concepts with meticulously
sourced materials and textiles to create comprehensive
collections which excite and pique interest while
remaining casual and timeless.
Instagram @selectshopframe

WACKO MARIA
WACKO MARIA was first introduced in 2004 by
Nobuhiro Mori and Keiji Ishizuka; the brand was created
by the friends and former J-League teammates after
their first foray into business with the ROCK STEADY bar
– which now serve as their showroom. Combining both
casual wear and tailoring, its main inspirations comes
from the duo’s appreciation for American culture, music,
photography and film.
Instagram @selectshopframe
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NEIGHBORHOOD

RETROGRADE

In 1994, NEIGHBORHOOD creator
Shinsuke Takizawa began what soon
became known as one of the most
coveted brands to have ever come out
of the Japanese market. As one of the
original brands to kick-start the counter
culture Ura-Harajuku movement
of the ‘90s, Neighborhood stood
out as a favorite as they skillfully reinterpreted elements of various cultures
from motorcycles, military, outdoor,
and traditional themes. Their list of
collaborations with the likes of Stussy, A
Bathing Ape, Adidas, Fragment, Visvim
etc. has yielded some of the most sought
after products amongst their loyal fans.

58
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Back for another Sole, this year Retrograde comes
armed with a stronger brand line up than ever before.
Specifically curated from around the world, Retrograde
brings the clean cuts of Chapter, the Parisian headwear
brand Don Paris, British street wear giants and denim
gods Represent as well as the understated Nid de
Guepes.
Instagram @retrogradedxb

Participating Brands
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EXCLUSIVE LAUNCH AT SOLE DXB 2017

PHOTOGRAPHY
MAXWELL AURELIEN JAMES

Haraamis
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66

Haraamis
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72

KENZO

During the sixth edition of Sole DXB, KENZO will be
showcasing the annual limited-edition KENZO holiday
capsule collection and launching an iridescent KENZO
Move unisex. Visitors will receive a unique opportunity
to win pairs of the KENZO Move by busting a move on
the especially dedicated arcade game “KENZO MOVE
REVOLUTION” dance floor. There will be competitions
on all three days of Sole DXB for the most dedicated
dancers. The KENZO Move, introduced during the
French brand’s successful launch of the new line KENZO
– La Collection Memento N°1, comes in a panoply of
colors ranging from red, black, French blue and mint to
pink for women and navy for men.
KENZO was founded by Japanese designer, Kenzo
Takada in Paris in 1970. With its colorful prints and
declaration of freedom, KENZO shook up the couture
codes of the time by irreverently breaking the rules. In
2011, Humberto Leon and Carol Lim took post as CoCreative Directors. At the core of their approach, travel,
culture and fashion manifest in all that they do.
Instagram @kenzo
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SAINT
LAURENT
The summer 2018 collection was Creative
Director Anthony Vacarello’s tribute to
Monsieur Yves Saint Laurent, Monsieur
Pierre Berge and Paris.
Instinctive, she dresses with confidence
and revisits the iconic pieces of the
Saint Laurent wardrobe with a style that
naturally connects her with the Saint
Laurent Man.
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BLOOMINGDALE’S DUBAI
LES BENJAMINS
MARCELO BURLON
MCQ
PUBLIC SCHOOL
BLOOD BROTHER

McQ
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LES
BENJAMINS

In conversation with Les Benjamins founder, Bunyamin Aydin
How did you take Les Benjamins from inception to features
with Vogue and a global network of retail doors?
It’s all about dedication and hard work. Focus is a key objective
in my designs. Les Benjamins is a platform of culture, I tell the
stories of ethnic cultures all around the world through streetwear
and street culture. This message is what excites retailers and
press all around the world.
How do you still manage to represent the brands roots?
I design the world I live in. It’s very important to be yourself.
The brands cultural relevance?
I was born in Germany, raised in Switzerland and live in Turkey
now. I find beauties in cultures and love photography. Capturing
emotions of the past and merging it with my vision is what I do.
The rituals, traditions and values are so important to me of every
culture all around the world. It’s beautiful to be different.
Are there any challenges you’ve faced?
Being from the Middle East creating a global fashion brand was
difficult at the beginning. Especially, when you are the first one
to do it. I had to break a lot of barriers and most people in the
region that have a strong network or knowledge wouldn’t share
it with you. Now, you have so many conferences and workshops
all around the world. The digital world has also brought us closer
together. You can take online courses and learn a lot from it.
What’s your biggest success so far?
To build the community I’m part of.
And your vision for the future?
I don’t see fashion brands as competitors. I see technology
brands taking over fashion in the long run. For Les Benjamins
I see the future in retail expansions. We are launching our Los
Angeles, New York stores beginning of 2018. Also, we are in talks
about opening our first store in Dubai.
What do we have to look forward to from Les Benjamins
at Sole?
I wouldn’t want to give you too much about the collection I’m
designing. But you can expect a strong contrast of cultures.
The capsule I’m designing for Bloomingdale’s is celebrating our
partnership and is a homage for the streetwear community in the
Middle East. You can expect some surprises for the launch of this
collaboration. Bloomingdale’s was my first retailer in the Middle
East believing in me since day one; that’s why this collaboration is
very important to me.

Instagram @lesbenjamins
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MARCELO BURLON
COUNTY OF MILAN

NEW RENAISSANCE
A posse of post-apocalyptic gauchos:
heralds of a New Renaissance after a cultural armageddon.
A new order, for a new life in a perfect world.
Hopefully.
Extreme proportions. Visual clarity. Bold silhouettes.
A collection that marks a new chapter for County of Milan.
Shape and constructions get to the fore.
Prints define a new code: ardent and sharp.
Functional elements are distorted, morphed and integrated to the max.
The strictness and pragmatism of the uniform mold with the urban scenario.
Tribalism: a way to use clothing as cultural coding.
Militarism: function and protection.
An elongated, solemn presence.
Burgundy, black, grey, military green.
Nylon, foam leather, washed gaberdine, cotton.
The elegance of extreme forms that keep a function.
A new breed for a new spirit.
Instagram @marceloburlon
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Bang & Olufsen + PLAY = B&O PLAY
B&O PLAY don’t just make headphones.
B&O PLAY don’t just design speakers.
B&O PLAY are not simply in the business of electronics.
B&O PLAY is in the business of goosebumps.
Marrying the values of PLAY with the substance, quality
and luxury of Bang & Olufsen characterizes what B&O
PLAY stands for.
For the first time in the region, B&O PLAY invites you to
visit, hang, listen, live and play - by experiencing in-ear,
over-ear, portable and connected audio.
Check the SUPREME x B&O PLAY by Bang and Olufsen
Collab – plus two other international collabs – exclusively
on display at Sole DXB.
Let loose or create focus.
Fall wildly in love.
Make life a little more colourful.
Come make beautiful music with us.
Instagram @beoplay

D1 MILANO
D1 Milano is a luxury fashion accessory brand born in
Milan during the 2013 Edition of MFW. The Company
headed by Dario Spallone and co-founded with his
sister Alessia Spallone, Alessandro Pedersoli and Mattia
Bodini is quickly making its way in the International
Fashion Scene. D1 Milano has been appraised by the
main stakeholders of the industry and is present in the
best fashion boutiques worldwide. Forbes has depicted
it as one of the Top 10 Young Italian Brands redefining
Fashion. D1 Milano’s ambition is to develop a product
capable of inspiring and engaging today’s consumer
through perfect symmetry between iconic design and
high quality materials, at an affordable price. A Clear
Identity, a Strong Attention to Details and a Young &
Innovative Team are at the base of D1 Milano’s success.
Instagram @d1milano
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SWATCH

OCTOPUS

Their watch, their way! For over 34 years, Swatch has been
creating the world’s most innovative timepieces. Now, it’s our
customer’s turn. With the new made-to-measure Swatch X
You series, Swatch fans play the part of budding designer

DESIGN YOUR OWN, OWN YOUR DESIGN:
SWATCH INTRODUCES SWATCH X YOU

themselves.

Octopus Brand was born from a vision - A strong
decorative graphic design created by Giorgio Di Salvo
in 2006. Intended to last a season, the Octopus Brand
developed into a viral and collectable design and
continues to grow season after season.

Customers can create their own signature Swatch in just five easy
steps either online or in-store. Featuring pre-designed watch
heads, straps, loops and pins, the process makes watchmaking
a snap. First, select a Gent or New Gent case size, followed by a
watch head. Next, choose both sections of the silicone strap at

Limited editions are released periodically and sell
out in just a few hours: collaborations with Italian and
international artists, special colourways and releases
for special occasions (such as Halloween or 4:20) or to
commemorate the brand’s participation in events such as
ComplexCon and Sole DXB.

12 o’clock and 6 o’clock - from solid mint green to racy red stripes,
there’s an option to tickle every fancy. Finish off each unique look
with a loop. Can’t get enough? Add a pin or an extra loop; with
images including a birthday cake, flying heart and wedding
bands, favorite events are all covered, making Swatch X You the
perfect personalized gift.

The limited edition presented at Sole DXB is black and
orange and includes a hoody, t-shirt and socks. All
Octopus Brand x Sole DXB pieces are numbered and
made in Italy.

By simply tagging #swatchXme on social media, newfound
designers can launch their creations worldwide. Showing off an
individual style has never been easier than with Swatch X You!
Instagram @swatch #swatchXme
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LEVI’S
For SS 2018, Levi’s® is taking a cue from
the dopest age of hip-hop, looking at the
era of the b-boys and material girls and
using bright colors and wild prints to bring
you our latest take on denim - the Block
Party vibe is this season’s mood.
“There’s a fresh streetwear influence that
is making a giant impact in fashion. A
palpable sense of a new guard, a new
generation right at the center of culture
- moving fashion and music forward.
Going into this season, we looked at the
beginning of streetwear in New York and
the Bronx, the early days of hip-hop,
street fashion and logo culture. So there’s
a backbeat of ’80s/’90s retro-ness going
into this collection.” — Jonathan Cheung,
Levi’s® Head of Design.
Instagram @levismiddleeast

TIMBERLAND
Despite what’s happening in the world today the global youth share a desire to roam free.
They are the DJs that travel the globe to share their music with new audiences.
The entrepreneurs that go after opportunities in foreign places.
And the photographers that go off the grid to capture what’s really happening in the world.
They are creative nomads that never stay put. They ignore borders, rise above barriers, Transcend limitations...
And they demand footwear that gives them.
The versatility, durability, and lightness.
To navigate the modern urban landscape without constraint.
Instagram @timberland_me
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NIKE
CELEBRATING 35 YEARS OF AIR FORCE 1

In 1982, Bruce Kilgore designed his first
basketball shoe. The Nike Air Force 1, as
it became, was tested by college players
and made famous by some of the NBA’s
most fearsome big men. While it was
recognizably cool, nobody hazarded
a guess as to its crossover potential
- let alone the Air Force 1’s rise as an
undisputed classic sneaker.
Since then, the Air Force 1 has served as
a canvas for artist and designers, and
as a result, has achieved true icon status
and has become a global street culture
standard. There are more than 2,000
different iterations, from high to low and
everything in between, but most famous
form, the unequivocal white-on-white.
To mark Air Force 1’s 35th anniversary,
Nike will celebrate the silhouette’s classic
and contemporary versions with the art,
fashion, culture and basketball local
communities.
Instagram @nikesportswear
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PALLADIUM
Explorer footwear brand Palladium gets
inspiration by the ever-evolving ways we
explore our surroundings, and therefore
each product story is adapted to keep one
step ahead of a diversity of environments.
The brand continues its 70th anniversary
celebrations with the launch of its newest
collection – The Crushion. The shoe features
a blown-up outsole crafted from both rubber
for durability and softer EVA for lightweight

CREATIVE
RECREATION

cushioning. Looking to its past for influence,
the bumper sole references the aeroplane
tyres which the brand once produced for
the French aviation industry.
Instagram @palladiumexplore

Everything we do – we inspire, defend and
champion creativity.
Founded in Los Angeles in 2002, Creative
Recreation pioneers the freshly imagined
to combine the best parts of footwear
genres. By providing the comfort of
sneakers, whilst keeping elements
of formal wear, Creative Recreation
creates hybrid styles that you won’t find
elsewhere.
This year, Creative Recreation debuts at
Sole DXB with a range of great styles.
Instagram @creativerecreation

SUPRA
For the first time since 2013, Supra expands
its popular Skytop franchise this year with the
launch of the Skytop V, developed by skate
team rider and icon, Chad Muska. The shoe
combines the technical capabilities of a skate
shoe with the comfort of a running style.
Alongside their classic hightop silhouette, Supra
introduces a fresh take on the modern skate
shoe, by fusing elements with contemporary
lifestyle runners.
Instagram @supra.skate
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BRANDBLACK

LABRUM

Perfectly combining design innovation and fashion
aesthetics into a singular voice. Brandblack is this
vision come to life.

From London to Pattambi (a small village in India), by
way of Venice. To understand the journey between the
continents, British menswear brand, Labrum, looks
towards the Victorian trade route that linked Europe
to India. Today’s apparent sharing of knowledge and
culture is presented in Labrum’s work and from a recent
trip to Pattambi, it forms the inspiration to the Spring/
Summer 18 collection.

We’re back at Sole DXB. We received a great response
to the Future Legend Boot last year and are bringing
something special and exclusive to the Middle East.
Amongst other great styles, watch out for the UAE
Special edition of the Future Legend, dropping at
Sole DXB.
Instagram @brandblack_

Pattambi has a prestigious cultural tradition, abundance
of green foliage and various art forms, as well with
people belonging to different communities and religions
living in great peace and harmony being a real beauty to
witness. This is all reflected in this season’s utilised pattern
and colours, and silhouette that comprises an oversized
element placing emphasis on simplicity and functionality,
derived from the people of Pattambi’s dress code and
way of life.
Specially created fabrics featured in the collection
include one from Labrum’s Italian mill in Olmetex, and
it’s applied to a water repellent breathable overcoat and
trousers. Another fabric is a super breathable cotton
linen used in Labrum’s shirting that’s been weaved from
the brand’s Portuguese mill in Somelos. The mill uses an
innovative technique called ‘warp and weft’ to get the
right tension during weaving our granddad collar shirt
with contrast detail on both the front and back.

Instagram @labrumlondon

Akin Barber & Shop has been changing the face of men’s
grooming in Dubai since their launch in 2015. Building a
solid reputation for their custom cuts and beard tune ups,
all delivered with a sound track of indie beats and plenty
of strong coffee. Discover the Akin Barber & Shop pop up
at this years event, and jump in the chair for a freshest of
fades or kick back with a cold brew with the boys.
Instagram @akinbarber
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UPCLASSICS
Founded in 2015, upclassics is one of the first multibrand
streetwear retailers in the UAE. Representing OG
streetwear brands like Stussy, Carhartt and The
Hundreds, the aim is to tell streetwear’s story over
here and support it’s culture in the Middle East. In 2017
upclassics added Carrots by Anwar Carrots and
Jason Markk to the mix.
Instagram @upclassics

CARHARTT WIP

It’s been another active year for Carhartt WIP in the Middle East.
Amongst two Store Opening in Saudi-Arabia (Jeddah & Khobar)
the one thing that stands out most is the first Middle East
editorial shot by Chndy & Cheb Moha. Travelling to Kuwait to

THE
HUNDREDS

capture the dusty landscapes, pastel hues and vibrant characters
of the region, the grainy, analogue photography accentuates the
authenticity of their shots, capturing a Carhartt WIP-accented
Arabian Peninsula – no models, just locals wearing pieces from
this season’s collection.

The L.A. – based brand has made a strong
first impression when they teamed up with
local heroes Amongst Few for their Sole DXB
debut last year. As The Hundreds is all about
the culture, rather than just clothes, there’s a
lot more to come for the brand’s Middle East
takeover. “Streetwear without culture is just
fashion.” As of now, TH is available at selected
retailers in the region.

Photography: Cheb Moha & Chndy
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PUMA

PUMA’s year long #RunTheStreets platform culminates
at Sole DXB this year – with exclusive product drops,
a host of regional street crews and international
performance acts. PUMA has been at the forefront of the
streetwear trend in the Middle East in 2017, working with
young creatives such as their very own Suede Guerrillas
who are constantly on the streets, creating, curating and
disrupting convention, showing their peers and street
culture at large what it truly means to ‘Run the Streets’.
Bringing you streetwear style at its best, PUMA releases
its latest limited edition brand collabs at Sole DXB with
drops like Trapstar, Naturel, Han Kjobenhavn, Fenty,
XO (the Weeknd collab) and Sophia Webster and much
more.
PUMA has a packed schedule, hosting exclusive parties,
DJ sets, international and local performances, and
meet and greets amongst other activations with street
influencers.
Instagram @pumame #PUMAXSOLE
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STUSSY

STAPLE

In the early ‘80s already, Shawn Stussy,
a dedicated Californian Surfer started
scribbling his signature on handmade
surfboards selling them out of the back of
his car at Laguna Beach. Ever since then
the Stussy Tribe has grown to a global
movement. Last year the tribe also set first
foot in the Middle East with a remarkable
Sole DXB debut. Now Stussy is available
at selected retailers such as upclassics,
Concepts and more…

In 1997, jeffstaple, who was then a
student at Parsons School of Design,
founded Staple. While expanding his
burgeoning brand, Nike asked jeffstaple
to design a sneaker representative of
New York City. From this collaboration the
iconic Staple Pigeon logo was conceived
and branded on the heels of a limited
(and highly coveted) 150 pairs of the
Dunk Low SB. The 2005 release was
heavily covered by the press. It exposed
sneaker culture and the Staple brand to
the masses. Now, in our 20th year, Staple’s
wide variety of apparel and collaborative
products are sold in the best retailers
around the globe.

Instagram @stussy

“Stop by our booth for giveaways, Sole
DXB exclusive items, and a chance to win
some amazing prizes.”
Instagram @staplepigeon
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INCASE
Incase, designer of solutions centered on protection and
mobility, brings 20 years of history to Sole DXB with a
heritage deeply rooted in creating better experiences
through good design. Driven to power today’s creatives
in pursuit of their passions, Incase is widely recognized
for an evolving ecosystem of authentic and dedicated
mobile, carry, and travel solutions including their latest
travel form, NoviConnected. In celebrating the Sole DXB
experience, Incase will launch an exclusive product for
attendees to shop over the weekend.
Instagram @goincase

RVCA
RVCA is the brainchild of company
Founder and Creative Director, PM
Tenore. Transcending the boundaries of
traditional action sports apparel, RVCA is
a design-driven lifestyle brand free from
passing trends. Appearing as a natural
on the shelves of boutiques as on those
of a local skate shop, RVCA is brought
together by a group of likeminded
individuals from various subcultures, a
collaboration of sorts, a lifestyle within
itself.
For RVCA, it is about today, tomorrow and
life as the big picture. It is about inspiring
our generation, providing something
of substance and culture and above all
doing it with integrity and as a united
family, a close-knit community.
Instagram @rvca
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IUTER

VANS

IUTER was born for kicks in Milan in 2002. In the early
days, it was just about being a crew and printing a
few logo tees. Now it is a premium streetwear brand,
completely designed and manufactured in Italy.

Vans®, the global icon for creative
expression founded in 1966, will be
partnering with Sole DXB in Dubai this
December. The Vans brand promotes
the action sports lifestyle, youth culture
and creative self-expression through
the support of athletes, musicians and
artists and through progressive events
and platforms such as the Vans Park
Series, Vans Triple Crown of Surfing®,
the Vans U.S. Open of Surfing, Vans
Pool Party, Vans Custom Culture,
Vans Warped Tour®, and Vans’ cultural
hub and international music venue,
House of Vans.

In 2010, the brand’s product-oriented approach and
eye for trends took it to the next level: the opening of
the factory in Italy. In reality, the factory is more of a
playground, where the style office works in close contact
with the production team and vice versa.
IUTER will be presenting ‘Tiger Pack’ a preview of the
“Mirage” SS18 collection at Sole DXB featuring some
special items: an exclusive Soccer Tee and a new colour
for the classic ceramic IUTER Panther, hand made
in Italy.

Instagram @vans_me
Instagram @iuter
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REEBOK

For the 4th consecutive year, Reebok Classic is
showcasing its heritage and latest exclusive collabs at
Sole DXB.
This year, Reebok Classic is going Old School and kicking
it back to the ‘90s with new Freestyle Hi colourways, the
latest Instapump Fury and the limited edition Star Wars
Alien Stomper. On the apparel side, come discover the
newest collaborations from L.A. based designer Melody
Ehsani.
For some ‘90s nostalgia, retro gaming and much more,
visit Reebok Classic at Sole DXB! Stay tuned on our
channels for more insights on what is coming.
Instagram @ReebokMena #ThisIsClassicDXB
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FMM DUBAI

MELODY EHSANI

“This year will mark FMM’s first time partaking with Sole
DXB. As a growing Emirati brand, our goal is to cease
any opportunity that allows us to showcase our Dubaithemed brand, by creating and showcasing products that
every individual can find relevance to. Our products stem
from taking our favorite cultural aspects from Dubai,
and turning them into something fun, meaningful and
wearable. The collection we have designed specially for
Sole will be unisex, it will be heavily based on our popular
patterns and aesthetics. It will consist of accessories and
phone cases that we know the scene at Sole will fall in
love with.”
Instagram @fmm.dubai

Growing up in an Iranian family, I witnessed some of the
most brilliant & remarkable women I know willfully take a
back seat to their male counterparts- whether it was their
spouses, brothers or friends. Rigid gender roles made
it more acceptable for the woman to “lend a hand” than
to “lead”. I think this is why I’ve made it my very goal to
do the exact opposite. I personally believe that fashion/
design can change the world. I use it as my vehicle to
challenge old archetypes about the feminine that no
longer serve us or humanity. I am thankful to have been
born and raised in a region where I can continually
challenge the status quo without suffering consequences
that many in other parts of the world still face today.
Instagram @melodyehsani
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HERSCHEL
SUPPLY
CO.

TOMS
Blake Mycoskie is the Founder and Chief
Shoe Giver of TOMS, and the person
behind the idea of One for One®, a
business model that helps a person in
need with every product purchased.
A simple idea has grown into a global
movement. With every product you
purchase, TOMS will help a person in
need - “ One for One®” Through your
purchases, TOMS helps provide shoes,
sight, water, safe birth and bullying
prevention services to people in need.
TOMS is committed to improving the
Giving philosophy by continually evolving.

Founded in 2009 by brothers Jamie and Lyndon
Cormack, Herschel Supply adopted the name of the town
where three generations of their family grew up. Based in
Vancouver, Canada, Herschel Supply is a design driven
global accessories brand that produces quality products
with a fine regard for detail.
Welcome to Herschel. Enjoy your stay. Driven to
provide the everyday traveler with the perfect bags
and accessories, Herschel supply’s collection have been
thoughtfully designed from the ground up to include
details that aid in daily journeys. Featuring timeless
silhouettes inspired by the world around us, each piece
evokes a bit of nostalgia yet offers modern functionality.

Instagram @toms

Instagram @herschelsupply
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VFTS
VOICES FROM THE STREET

Voices From the Street are proud to present their debut
capsule collection at Sole DXB. Founded by designer
Marco Simonetti and footwear entrepreneur Ronny
Bigioni, the label takes an almost philosophical approach
to its designs. Mixing premium sportswear with everyday
wear, VFTS is a brand carved out on the authentic edge
of city life. From stoops to street parties, the street is
where creative people carve their talent and their stories.
A city of urban explorers, artists, innovators and cultural
architects. It is their nation, their universe, their frontier.
Simonetti and Bigioni have taken inspiration from
this evocative world, as their debut launch features
a four-piece capsule that has ultimate confidence in
its aesthetic; strong lines, geometric shapes, shock
absorbers, hand painted edges and a combination of
calf leather and nubuck. VFTS combines top quality
materials, performance technology and street heritage.
The brand exists to give a platform, literally and
metaphorically, to the voices of the street that need to

be heard. To shout it not from the rooftops, but from the
pavements. Out of the concrete jungle comes the true
voices of our generation.
“The street is our most natural environment”, Simonetti
says. “There’s nothing in fashion more similar to
architecture than the shoemaking process, so we wanted
to create a product that could represent the quintessence
of modern urban landscapes”. The influence of the
street makes it presence known all across the sneakers.
From the marbled soles hinting at concrete, to the
criss-cross fashion that evokes a metallic city grid, these
are sneakers born, bred and manufactured in a city
environment.
For the launch of their new site, Voices From the streets
have released a short film, Watch ‘Listen Carefully’
based on the true story of a crew of street riders in Milan,
featuring dirt bikes, girls, boys, stark streets, and the
strongest new sneaker designs we’ve seen in a while.

Instagram @vfts_official
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NEW ERA

ANTHLGY

SPRAYGROUND

The leading headwear brand is back and bringing you
an exclusive collection, launching at Sole DXB. New Era
will present the latest NBA apparel, along with caps of
various styles and licenses.

Anthlgy is a modern Middle Eastern lifestyle brand
that stands for the creative spirit of youth culture. We’re
proud to be established in the UAE. The aim of Anthlgy
is to provide a connection and platform for people who
share our love for skateboarding, art, music and film and;
to celebrate our roots and share them with the world.
We are focused on supporting the local community
– providing a means for creative individuals to come
together and collectively express themselves.

Sprayground, launched in NYC in 2010, is the preeminent
source for backpacks and accessories. Beginning with
blank, durable bags for street artists to carry gear and
create bespoke pieces, Sprayground has evolved into
an expressive and extremely functional collection of
original designs reflecting the “skate and surf street art”
early life of founder and designer David Ben-David.
Edgy collaborations with icons of the music, sports and
film world, limited-edition once-only runs, and quality
artisan craftsmanship stressing function and comfort
have propelled Sprayground onto the shelves of high end
retailers worldwide. At this years Sole DXB, Sprayground
is set to unveil collaborations with worldwide influencers
Money Kicks and Mo Vlogs. Sprayground remains
steadfast in bringing street art to people on the go,
through uncompromising style and function.

Instagram @newera_me

In celebration of our 2nd year at SOLE, we’re excited to
announce a unique collaboration with one of the regions
most respected street artists. Quantities are limited, so
roll through!
Instagram @anthlgy

Instagram @sprayground
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Born and bred in Boston, Concepts originally started
with a focus on skateboarding, before diversifying into a
globally recognised sneaker retailer with stores in New
York and a 2016 store launch in Dubai. As the market has
become increasingly crowded in recent years, Concepts
has continued to push for unique offerings, from intricate
packaging concepts to epic events that flip the traditional
notion of a sneaker launch on its head. Concepts is one
of the few retailers that continually push the boundaries
of collaboration that has kept the independent shop one
step ahead. This December, Concepts is collaborating
with twin brothers, Ashekman to create a unique
experience over the Sole weekend.
Instagram @cncptsdxb

Crep Protect, a London-based brand founded in 2012,
by the ‘Undercover Brothers’ now reigns over the sneaker
care industry. Combining the know-how and individual
skill-sets of an Entrepreneur, Engineer & Economist along
with a passion for sneakers, the ‘Undercover Brothers’
created the ULTIMATE sneaker care & lifestyle brand.
The award-winning brand innovatively fused
nanotechnology with fashion and lifestyle, introducing
premium products for protecting, cleaning & storing
prized creps ‘aka sneakers/kicks’ to the world.
Crep protects’ distinctive collaborations with global super
brands in the sneaker industry like Adidas, New Era &
NBA... stocked across the globe, undoubtedly positioning
the brand in a league of its own, and at the forefront of
the world’s sneaker culture.

STANCE

Going from strength to strength and revolutionizing the
sneaker industry, Crep Protect launched the UK’s 1st ever
consignment & professional cleaning sneaker store in the
heart of London.

“The League was never short on style, so we raised the
bar by combining function and design”. Stance has
teamed up with the NBA to create exclusive On Court
styles to celebrate the league’s special events. Along with
NBA styles, we are you bringing you Anthem - our best
selling line of socks.

Celebrating with Dubai’s biggest streetwear event,
expect nothing less than, Crep Protect to share and
showcase their contagious energy and passion for
sneakers and its’ lifestyle at Sole DXB this December.

Instagram @stancesocks
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NAMSHI
Participating at Sole DXB for the fourth year running
is Namshi; the Middle East’s leading online destination
for trend and label seekers. Bringing an urban street
aesthetic and sportswear identity with them, Namshi will
be showcasing renowned brands including Fila, Ivy Park,
Obey and Profound Aesthetic, establishing itself as the
online go-to for the latest international collaborations,
elevated activewear and everything in between.
Instagram @namshi
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RED BULL
Red Bull Kicks Art: Turning Sneakers into Artistic pieces
Can’t find that one sneaker that is you?
Do you have what it takes to design a pair of Asics that
will literally stop people in their tracks? Well, get those
creative juices flowing, because we’ve got one heck of a
competition!
In partnership with Sole DXB, Red Bull Kicks Art is a
concept that is brand-new to the UAE, fusing art with
the comfiest footwear known to man: the humble
sneaker. This event will offer the region’s creative cats
the opportunity to come up with their very own unique
sneaker design – and even the chance to bring it to life.
HOW TO GET INVOLVED
It’s simple. participants are welcome to submit their
design on our Red Bull Kicks Art microsite www.redbull.
com/kicksart After the final submission deadline, friends,
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The region’s favourite ride-hailing app returns to
Sole DXB this year as more than just a transportation
partner. Focused on simplifying and improving the lives
of people, we are entrepreneurs, engineers, designers,
producers, and creatives, seeking to promote, empower,
and contribute to our communities. Meet us behind an
unmarked door as we reveal our latest project.

family and just about anyone can log on to vote for their
favourite design. The top 20 sneaker designs with the
most votes will come to life then – with the help of the
artists themselves through an exclusive workshop – and
showcased at a one-off Red Bull Kicks Art gallery at Sole
DXB 2017 between 7-9 December 2017.
SOLEMATES
During the showcase, our special panel of judges and all
of Sole DXB’s attendees will get to choose their favourite
pair, with the most popular named the winning design
of 2017. The individual to emerge victorious will not only
walk away *in* their own laser-edged pair of kicks, they’ll
also get to be part of a very special photo shoot with their
fancy footwear. But best of all, there’s an opportunity to
be showcased at a top retail store in the Dubai.

Instagram @dukkancareem

Can you transform the sneaker into a piece of Art?
Follow @RedBullUAE for updates.
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Chndy, Cheb Moha, Karrouhat, Prod
and Wathek who are known to be a part
of a collective, each has their individual
talent and passion and work on their
own personal projects. Individually yet
simultaneously their creations shape
their identity within the flourishing the
Middle East.
Karrouhat, songwriter and composer,
represents his culture and regional music
as he DJs at numerous events; his music
genre is Arabic Reggae. Chndy, an Omani
artist and Creative Director, worked
alongside Iraqi/Canadian Photographer,
Stylist and Designer Cheb Moha on
various projects and campaigns around
the Gulf this year, namely, Carhartt WIP.
Prod is a Cyprus-born, Dubai-raised
photographer and Art Director. Prod,
Chndy and Cheb Moha photographed
the first Vans Middle East campaign.
Wathek and Karrouhat were two of the
primary “pillars” used to display talents
within the Middle East. Karrouhat also
Djed at the exhibition launch which was
curated by the same team who shot the
campaign itself.
These boys connect on wavelengths
of nostalgia and childhood memories,
although they grew up in different parts
of the world, these elements bring them
together where they create beautiful
stories, images, music and designs.
Wathek, Damascus born Algerian who
is based in Dubai, is a skateboarder and
the designer of Precious Trust. He believes
that his clothing brand is a way for him
to express himself and present where
he comes from. As a young artist, he is
inspired by vibrant colours, flower prints
and his Algerian heritage, consequently
hopes to incorporate this in his designs.
Precious stands for the people who are
the closest to me he says. Trust is the
meaning of his name, and thus Precious
Trust is the connection in-between.
Instagram @chebmoha
Instagram @precious.trust
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A question I’m usually asked is “Does Sneaker Culture
exist?” or “What is Sneaker Culture to you?” on both I’m
not sure what to say as there is so much going on in the
Sneaker World today. With the combination of social
media and the sheer volume of sneakers being released
on a weekly basis that has significance where you just
MUST HAVE “for the toe” or for resell everything seems a
little forced and has lost authenticity.

SNEAKER CULTURE

???

I come from an era where it was weird to have more than
5+ pairs of sneakers in your possession and you were a
weirdo if you had over 50 pairs and knew the whole story
of each shoe from designer to what the shoe was used
for or the story behind it. Today it’s the absolute norm
to have 50+ shoes in your home but not know anything
about them, you are automatically so cool, trendy and
have the finger on the pulse if you openly talk about
and share it on social media. That’s another thing –
Knowledge – where has all the sneaker knowledge gone?
Who is the next GWARIZM aka Gary Warnett aka the
true Sneakerpedia! I’m amazed every day the amount of
new people who randomly hit me up for a hook up for the
latest ‘hype’ release that never spoke to me about shoes
previously, I mean a decade ago I was a mad man for
being into sneakers and having over 1000 pairs...LOL...
look at me now 4000+ and still going strong!
Sneaker culture used to be nice and pleasant back in the
early ‘00s when Crooked Tongues, Nike Talk etc were in
their prime. There was a true sense of community and
proper interest from a relatively small group of people
globally that were into the weird and wonderful world
of Sportswear. Lots of love and appreciation was shown
to one another, not saying there was no hate – there are
always haters, but it was cool to have monthly meets
and have civilised events and parties all based around
sneakers and the culture around it all including hip hop,
actual sport, and fashion. I’m not saying that does not
happen today it’s just natural for everything to explode
and become mainstream, just the sheer volume of people
that are into it today there are always opportunities and
this is where I see the main problem which is that dirty
word re-sell.

WORDS MUBI ALI

Sneaker culture has manifested into many more so called
“sub-cultures”, what this means IMHO (forum users
should chuckle at this abbreviation) include the following:
- Instagram “influencers” can be defined as people who
buy to gram and gain likes and a following to be a part of
the “culture” and whatever comes with it today.
- resell culture - reselling is crazy today. Every “hype”
queue starts with multiple resellers as individuals or
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“SNEAKER CULTURE USED TO BE NICE
AND PLEASANT BACK IN THE EARLY ‘00S
WHEN CROOKED TONGUES, NIKE TALK
ETC WERE IN THEIR PRIME.”

groups that buy to resell anything worth reselling.
- actual collectors who still collect and buy multiple
pairs weekly and try to stay in touch with the sneaker
world. Either embracing social media or turning their
noses up at it and still reminiscing (sounds a bit like me).
- followers of influencers - this includes music
personalities, sports stars, movie stars etc and insta
famous influencers and purchase according to what
their heroes are into.
There are probably many more to mention but you get
the idea, these are just some of the sub-cultures I’ve
been exposed to over the past 5 social media years.
The Sneaker culture has become huge commercial
opportunity for all the big brands and individuals. With
10-15 significant launches on a weekly basis and brands
not slowing down - how does any fan boy/girl keep up
with it all? It is impossible.
Today I personally feel Sneaker culture is less about
sharing love and more about the self-opportunity. There
is so much trolling and everything feels so selfish and me
me me. When people share or what I call show off today
it comes with a lot of ‘fake love’ and ‘very authentic hate’.
Then there’s the so-called influencers of the sneaker
world with purchased followers and likes on social media
to gain sneaker fame, I mean seriously what is that all
about? I get the whole thing about taking nice images
and sharing with the world but the part I don’t get is the
wanting to be an influencer and rub shoulders with the
so-called sneaker elite or sneaker royalty. All brands
want to engage with the youth today and one way of
doing this is thru the influencers. I just don’t see too many
authentic influencers, it’s very to see who is influencing
with engagement and likes. That GullyGuyLeo that’s an influencer, he has the youth on his side and
good luck to him.

As someone that works in the industry I totally get the
frustration of not being able to cop the latest YEEZY
or limited release then seeing next man with 20+ pairs
available for resell, a word of advise don’t be salty or
hate on retailers in particular as honestly their hands are
tied. Demand vs actual numbers do not add up, and if
the demand was met would the YEEZY be as appealing?
I doubt it. This is why the hype releases are so limited,
so that the thirst for the release is real and people make
sure they go out of their way to cop. Personally, I don’t like
where we are at today and I feel like the love and fun has
been squeezed out by some of the things above.
As all humans become more accustomed to modern
day comfort, economies growing etc - there is no way
back now, there is absolutely nothing I can see on the
horizon or distant future that will infiltrate the Sneaker
juggernaut...and long may it continue! Amongst all the
rubbish that is released there are always some gems that
come thru and brands are occasionally doing some fun
things, which still excites me today.
I know the above sounds like an old man ranting about
how things used to be and totally disregarding what’s
currently happening today - honestly, I just want things
to be nice again, Crooked Tongues moto was - ‘show
love and drop knowledge’ - that’s all I want everyone
to embrace.

September 2010 – Crooked Tongues 10th Anniversary
BBQ held at London’s Shoreditch Studios.
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BASKETBALL
SOLE BALL ABOVE ALL
Sole DXB 2017 in partnership with Nike is primed to
host the return of its Sole Ball Above All Classic
Tournament. After last year’s showdown, the 2016
tournament looks to be an exciting battleground for 11
hand-picked teams. The Ball Above All leagues continues
to showcase Dubai’s most promising players and the
future of regional basketball.
The semi finals and finals will see the teams who have
earned their spot, face-off with the legendary NYC street
ball personality Bobbito Garcia as MC.
Sole Ball Above All is an open winner-take-all
tournament for AED10,000 and more importantly the
bragging rights of being named the best street ball
team in the city.
There is no entry fee to play in the tournament, you must
be 18 or older, team size - coach & 12 players.
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7 DEC

8 DEC
GAME 4 10:00
REGULATORS

9 DEC

9 DEC

8 DEC

CLASSIC BRACKET

RETRIBUTION BRACKET
GAME F 10:00

GAME 8 11:40

DUBAI FLIGHT

DUBAI VETS
JUMEIRAH JOKERS

GAME D 15:50
WINNER GAME 4

GAME 1 21:00

GAME 5 10:50

GAME 8 LOSS
GAME D WINNER

WINNER GAME 1

FINAL 18:00

GAME 9 12:30

GAME 4 LOSS

AED10,000
GAME E 17:10
GAME G WINNER

GAME 9 WINNER

GAME G 10:50

DUBAI HEAT
FLYING PIRATES

GAME 7 12:30

GAME 7 LOSS
GAME C WINNER

VIPERS
GAME 3 22:40

GAME B 14:10
GAME 3 LOSS

PRIZE MONEY

GAME 6 11:40
WINNER GAME 2

GAME A WINNER

GAME F WINNER

GAME 8 WINNER

GAME 1 LOSS

GAME 2 LOSS

GAME B WINNER

GAME 2 21:50

PILIPINAS ALL STARS

SEMI 2 13:20

SEMI 1 14:10

WINNER GAME 5

DOLPHINS

YOUNGERS

GAME A 13:20

WINNER GAME 6

GAME E WINNER

WINNER GAME 7

GAME 9 LOSS

GAME C 15:00
GAME 5 LOSS

GAME 6 LOSS

WINNER GAME 3

YUGOSLAVIA

Double elimination draw not including semis

7 8 9 DEC
136

10:00 - 19:00
ballaboveall.ae
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FOREVER
DOIN’ IT
IN THE
PARK
PHOTOGRAPHY + WORDS
BOBBITO GARCIA AKA KOOL BOB LOVE
HARLEM PLAYS THE BEST TWO HAND DUNK 2004
The “Harlem Plays The Best Ball” mural existed in the playground on 135th between Lenox
and 7th Ave but unfortunately no longer is up. I caught these two players practicing their
dunks for a good hour as the sun set. Perhaps my favorite photo ever.

www.koolboblove.com
Instagram @koolboblove #bobbito
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YOUNG WORLD DUNK 2004
There are an estimated 75 outdoor tournaments in NY every
summer, and Young World is one of the many that unless you live
in the neighborhood, you’d never know about. The Harlem event
no longer exists but had a good run while it did.

EBC JUMPER
The Entertainers Basketball Classic (EBC) at Rucker Park
has been legendary for decades for its players, celebrities
appearances, and the crowd that watches.

ST JOSEPH SCHOOL FULL 2010
In 2010, Kevin Couliau and I started shooting our documentary
DOIN’ IT IN THE PARK: PICK-UP BASKETBALL, NYC together,
and I took this photo on the very first day we stepped out on our
75 day mission which wound up covering 180 courts throughout
the five boroughs.
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MULLALY REBOUND
Mullaly playground is in the Bronx, but attracts
players from all five boroughs because of the
lights at night which very few outdoor courts
in NYC can boast.

FOCUS-KID WITH CUP AT PRE-TEEN 2003

WEST 4TH WOMEN FALL OUT 2007

The power of playground basketball is that it not only provides positive recreation for those who are

The women’s outdoor game in NY unfortunately doesn’t get that

playing, the game also inspires those on the sideline to participate as well. I photographed this kid in

much coverage, but I ran an article about it in Bounce Magazine

Bed-Stuy, Brooklyn, watching action at the Kevin Bushell Pre-Teen Classic in 2003.

while I was the editor-in-chief there (I was also the publication’s
co-founder). This West 4th Street contest featured Essence
Carson who found herself in the WNBA a couple of years later.
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HOLCOMBE RUCKER HANDS UP 2004
The Holcombe Rucker Memorial Youth League
is named after the man who actually invented
the idea of organized outdoor basketball for
kids way back in 1946.

ALIMOE EVANS DUNK ON FOUR KIDS 2013
Tyron “ Alimoe” Evans became globally recognized as a star
member of the AND1 Mixtape Tour, but he was just as happy
to play ball in Harlem on 139 and Lenox (yes, the same block
made famous by Big L). Also known as the “Black Widow,”
Evans passed away in 2013 at the age of 37.
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I first encountered Mo’ Wax in the summer of 1994. I had
picked up a compilation album called Royaltie$ Overdue
by chance and, based on the notes ‘Sixteen ill electro trax
spannin’ two years of music, clubs, art ’n’ all that’, had
taken it home for a speculative spin.
It was the label’s first compilation and I was just 22. It had
everything. Turn tablism, break beats, hip-hop, jazz-funk,
even a remix by Portishead. It’s impact was immediate.
For a short but important period of time in the mid ’90s
Mo’ Wax could do no wrong. It gave birth to hip-hop
hybrid trip-hop, blended music, art and design, and
gave us DJ Shadow’s Endtroducing, DJ Krush’s Strictly
Turntablized, and Attica Blues’ Contemplating Jazz.
The Italian label Schema, the epicentre of the new
bossa jazz scene, would hold similar sway over me in the
early 2000s, and Brighton’s Tru Thoughts when it was
pumping out 7ins from The Quantic Soul Orchestra and
Natural-Self, but nei-ther had the far-reaching impact of
Mo’ Wax, which had been founded by James Lavelle in
London in 1992.
“The musical legacy of Mo’ Wax is undeniable, with
almost any electronic musician who grew up in the ‘90s
citing it as a strong influence,” says Dale Cooper (real
name Ben), a DJ, vinyl head and radio host based in
Dijon, France. Back in 1996, he was into hip-hop, DJing
and doing “crap scratches for a rubbish rap band”.
“That year I won a sampler of Faces Z (a Mo’ Wax
compilation released in France) at a local radio station,
which ended up untouched on a pile of CDs for some
weeks, until one day I randomly loaded it in the player,”
he recalls. “I was very sick and feverish and heard the
whole album while I was semi asleep: Attica Blues,
DJ Shadow, Clubbed To Death, Money Mark... I had
never heard of any of them before. One hour later I
was caught, forever. I know it might sound excessive,

but that was one of the most intense musical
experiences of my life.
“I was already into vinyl, but with Mo’ Wax it quickly
became an obsession. I loved the idea of multiple
versions. I discovered the pleasure of knowing the catalogue number of every single one of them and trying to
find them all. I started digging in the crates and visiting
London at least once a year, mostly to find Mo’ Wax
records.”
Unlike other labels, Mo’ Wax was a multi-faceted brand.
It brought together music and art and, regardless of
whether you enjoyed the label’s music or not, Lavelle’s
use of graphic design was pioneering. Throughout the
label’s 10-year history it produced more than 400 record
sleeves, the majority designed by either Ian Swift or Ben
Drury, with artwork from the likes of American graffiti
artist Futura and Massive Attack’s Robert Del Naja
(aka 3D).
“Mo’ Wax opened my mind to music, but also design,
street art and streetwear,” says Cooper. “Just like any
Mo’ Wax fan, I instantly loved Futura and I’m still utterly
obsessed with him. As James Lavelle likes to say, Mo’
Wax was ‘a whole package’, combining music with art
and fashion. Lavelle did not invent anything, but created
a place for a lot of people and cultures to meet. Futura
would not be where he is today if it wasn’t for Mo’ Wax.
And I might be wrong, because I was never that much
into it, but I think streetwear owes a lot to Mo’ Wax, with
Lavelle bringing A Bathing Ape to Europe.”
Japanese fashion label A Bathing Ape, founded by Nigo
in 1993, was one of many cultural strands that connected
the creative energies of Tokyo and London. Hip-hop beat
maker DJ Krush, who released the dark and influential
Strictly Turn-tablized in 1994, would become one of the
label’s biggest names, while production duo Kudo and

WORDS
IAIN AKERMAN
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DJ Shadow - Endtroducing

“A lot of exciting music was born at that time,” he recalls.
“There was a show in Bristol as part of the second Mo’
Wax tour with DJ Shadow back in the autumn of 1994.
The venue was packed and there was no ventilation fan,
so the walls were dripping wet with the heat. My record
got wet and couldn’t scratch and I thought to myself that
if I scratched as I got electrocuted I might come up with
a new trick.”

HIP-HOP BEAT MAKER DJ KRUSH,
WHO RELEASED THE DARK AND
INFLUENTIAL STRICTLY TURN
TABLIZED IN 1994, WOULD BECOME
ONE OF THE LABEL’S BIGGEST NAMES
Toshio Nakanishi released a handful of tracks under
the name Major Force. MediCom would also produce
collectible toys for the label, although they were mainly
distributed in Japan.

“We were all surrounded by the same equipment –
turntable, mixer and so on – but we defied convention
and came up with a new approach without being afraid
of the criticism,” he adds. “We made music in our own
way. It’s difficult to get rid of the boundaries, but I still
think it’s important to seek that thing beyond.”

“I was deeply involved with Mo’ Wax from 1994 to 1998,”
remembers Hideaki Ishi, better known as DJ Krush. “I
had quit Krush Posse between 1990 and 1992 and gone
solo and was making demo tapes only to make a living
from music. I worked on the remix of the TVO soundtrack
during this period, which led me to get worldwide
recognition. I think this period was when I built a solid
foundation of my music.

Krush released the album Kiseki in June this year through
his own label and has another one coming out later this
year. Still incredibly productive, he composed a sizeable
chunk of work for Mo’ Wax, including the album Meiso in
1995. Strictly Turntablized’s Kemuri also appeared as a
B-side with Shadow’s Lost and Found.

“Paul Bradshaw at London’s jazz magazine Straight No
Chaser liked the remix and my demo tape, and James
Lavelle, who looked up to Paul, listened to them as well
and approached me. That’s how I remember it went
down. It was when acid jazz was blowing up, but we
were already moving forward to the new creation.”

“We have different styles, but we both live to experiment
and are not afraid to take a risk,” says Ishi of Shadow.
“I guess we both have a young mind. I some-times see
James [Lavelle] overseas, but with DJ Shadow, The Bays,
Simon Richmond (from Palm Skin Productions), we’d be
like ‘what’s up’ when we see each other at festivals. It’s the
same with Gilles Peterson too.

Strictly Turntablized was a dark and menacing
contributor to trip-hop, although it can easily be
classified as instrumental hip-hop. ‘Excursions into the
hip-hop avant-garde’ were the words printed on the
back of the album’s sleeve.
“I think it was a big experiment to make an album only
with break beats back when hip-hop was all about
having rap,” says Ishi, who has since travelled the world
as a successful producer, remixer and DJ. “That said,
Strictly Turntablized gaining attention was a big thing
to me as a DJ.
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“Mo’ Wax was a label that destroyed convention, got rid
of invisible boundaries, cultivated new paths, and built
sound and art in it’s own way,” adds Ishi. “It reflected my
music, I sympathised with it, and I cultivated my path.”
“As much as I love Strictly Turntablized, DJ Shadow’s
Endtroducing was and still is next level,” asserts Cooper.
He has had the first Attica Blues album on repeat for
years, but apart from DJ Krush and a secret love for
Andrea Parker, for him the game-changer was California
hip-hop innovator DJ Shadow. It was Shadow’s 1993
single In/Flux that came to epitomise the whole Mo’
Wax sound.

DJ Krush
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If nothing else, Mo’ Wax and Lavelle “gave us DJ Shadow.
That alone justifies everything else” ran a comment in
The Guardian back in 2013. It was a fair point. As Peter
Margasak wrote in Rolling Stone in 1996, just prior to the
release of Shadow’s debut album Endtroducing,
In/Flux “transformed the building blocks of hip-hop into
something astonishingly ambitious”.
At more than 12 minutes long, In/Flux was a sampledriven instrumental masterpiece greater than the sum
of its myriad parts. The bass groove was from David T.
Walker’s Never Can Say Goodbye, the drum beat from
Jimmy Smith’s Number One. Everything else was taken,
juggled and sampled from all over the place.
“The Alternative Interlude ’93 version of In/Flux was one
of the tunes on Faces Z,” recalls Cooper, creator of Mo’
Wax Please, a site dedicated to all things Mo’ Wax. “It
was my favourite track on the album and it is still my
favourite track of all time. This is the one that changed
my life really. To me it’s perfection made music, simple as
that.”
Shadow, who’s real name is Josh Davis, discussed the
making of the track with Eliot Wilder in the book 33 1/3
Endtroducing. It had been recorded in the studio of hiphop producer Dan The Automator (Daniel Nakamura),
who would become well known for producing Kool
Keith’s Dr. Octagonecologyst three years later, and was
commissioned by Lavelle after he’d heard Shadow’s
Legitimate Mix on Hollywood Records.

“WE HAVE DIFFERENT STYLES, BUT
WE BOTH LIVE TO EXPERIMENT AND
ARE NOT AFRAID TO TAKE A RISK,”
SAYS ISHI OF SHADOW.
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“I looked up to Automator,” Davis told Wilder. “He was a
guy who had been to New York in the ‘80s buying hip-hop
records, he had a lot of breaks that I didn’t know and he
had a knowledge that was a lot deeper than most people
in the Bay Area. He knew what he was doing. He was the
first person I knew that had Pro-Tools, and he taught me
a lot about recording techniques, taught me a lot about
how to sync up machines.
“Thanks to Paris [rapper Oscar Jackson], I got my first
sampler. He picked me up in Davis and drove me to San
Francisco, to the Guitar Center, and helped me negotiate
the price down for an Akai MPC. He wasted a whole day
driving me all over the damn place, which was really,
really cool of him. And that’s how I got my sampler. In/
Flux was the first record that I did on it. The MPC wouldn’t
really catch on, with hip-hop at large, for another few
years. So, again, I felt lucky on the technological curve,
and was doing stuff on the machine before about 95 per
cent of producers were.”
The second track Shadow produced on the MPC was
Lost and Found, released by Mo’ Wax in 1994. It is one of
his favourite tracks.
“When I did it, I thought James [Lavelle] was going to
hate it, actually,” Davis told Wilder. “I thought I was really
doing something that was flying in the face of the whole
acid jazz vibe. I thought that whole scene was really
weak. Especially when hip-hop was so strong, and I’d
be trying to play hip-hop to audiences in Europe. And
after two songs, they’d just start giving up on me. This
was when really important hip-hop records were coming
out, the New York sound. It was a real exciting time, and I
identified with that stuff. I didn’t really understand all this
acid jazz kind of dopey sentimentality.”

DJ SHADOW / DJ KRUSH – LOST AND FOUND KEMURI RELEASED 1994
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Mo’ Wax was far from perfect. Lavelle himself, who had
launched the label at the age of 18, divides opinion.
Writing in The Guardian, Joe Muggs once described him
as ‘bumptious’ and ‘precocious’, and much of the label’s
output does not stand the test of time.
“It’s actually fair to say that Mo’ Wax released some
terrible records,” says Cooper. “I mean, what was the
point of licensing DJ Assault or Magic Mike? And who
has actually listened to the Sukia LP more than once? As
for the Nigo album, I guess it was just for the hype.
“I remember reading reviews claiming that some of
those records were too ahead of their time, but even 20
years later a lot of them are still pointless. I’d like to know
James Lavelle’s opinion on this matter, but I think he was
just doing what he wanted to do, as always, but it didn’t
always work.”
However you look at it, Mo’ Wax as a label often feels
underrated, which, considering the output of Shadow
and Krush alone, sometimes feels strange.
“Yep, that’s true,” says Cooper. “The thing is, record
labels are not something people care about if they’re not
really into music. From my experience, for most people
Mo’ Wax is just a funny logo they may have seen on the
covers of Endtroducing or [UNKLE’s] Psyence Fiction. But
something I still can’t understand is why, even in the ‘90s,
Ninja Tune was much more famous to the public than Mo’
Wax as a record label.”
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BOOK SIGNING
NO SLEEP.:
NYC NIGHTLIFE FLYERS 1988-1999
BY DJ STRETCH ARMSTRONG AND EVAN AUERBACH
No Sleep. is a visual history of the halcyon days of New
York City club life as told through flyer art. Spanning
the late ‘80s through the late ‘90s, when nightlife buzz
travelled via flyers and word of mouth, No Sleep. features
a collection of artwork from the personal archives of NYC
DJs, promoters, club kids, nightlife impresarios, and the
artists themselves. Club flyers, by design, were ephemeral
objects distributed on street corners, outside of nightclubs
and concert halls, in barbershops and retail shops, and
were not intended to be preserved for posterity. Through
the ‘90s, they became both increasingly prevalent and
more sophisticated as printing technology evolved.
Overnight, however, with the birth of the internet, the
club flyer essentially disappeared, and despite it being
common at one time for promoters to print thousands
of flyers for any given event. Recently, these flyers have
become sought-after collector’s items.

HARDCOVER 224 pages
ISBN 978-1-57687-808-8
PUBLISHER powerHouse Books
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CRANK UP THE VOLUME:

THE RISING HIP-HOP OF ARABIA!

For the first time in history, hip-hop surpasses rock and is
reported to be the most dominant and most consumed
music genre in the US. Knowing what this music genre
stands for originally and serving its true purpose – which
is being the voice of the voiceless – it is a refreshing reality
to see the world acknowledge and embrace hip-hop
this way. This wave of awareness does not skip the MENA
region, and rather reassures and empowers the Arab hiphop artists. Now might just be the perfect time to flourish
and set the bars higher!

Based in Bahrain, DJ Outlaw always had a vision to
push hip-hop to the west. He was able to finally crack
the system by producing tracks that are commercial yet
relevant to the GCC culture such as “Sambosa” & “Ee Laa”
which are performed by Bahraini rapper Flipperachi &
Kuwaiti R&B artist Daffy. “Ee Laa” just crossed 20
million views on Youtube and does get radio play all
over the world.

From the moment I launched my radio show ‘Laish
hip-hop?’ (Why hip-hop?) in 2009 on Saudi station MIX
FM, my faith in the culture exceeded my expectations
and now I see the scene growing. I am not a rapper but
I think my voice as a radio host has served as support
and guidance for the artists in the Middle East, and as
education to the local and regional society about the
essence of hip-hop culture.
In the mid ‘90s, politically charged rappers started
emerging in North Africa and France, in retaliation to the
system and the precarious circumstances they were living
in. So, Arabic hip-hop officially started in countries like
Morocco, Tunisia and Algeria. One of the biggest Arab
rapper and one with a very high popularity is Moroccan
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rapper ‘MUSLIM’ who raps about community issues and
also exposes corruption in his state. Eventually, hip-hop
reached Palestine, Egypt, Lebanon, Syria and Jordan. It
is hard to cite every single story and mention every single
rapper because there are so many! Hardship and wars in
the region witnessed artists like “Ramallah Underground”
(who eventually split into Muqata’a and Asifeh) and DAM
from Palestine, Fareeq Al Atrash, Malikah and DJ Lethal
Skillz from Lebanon, former rapper MC Amin, Sphinx
and Deeb from Egypt, Bu Kolthoum from Syria, and
finally SATTI and El Far3i from Jordan. These artists and
many more were able to express themselves using hiphop and also reflect their own reality.
It was only at a later stage that hip-hop crossed over to
the GCC. Surprisingly, Saudi Arabia, which is considered
the most conservative country in the region, is actually
leading when it comes to hip-hop in the Gulf. Saudis are
the number one users of Youtube in the world, therefore
many artists publish their music on this diverse outlet for
maximum reach. On a commercial level, TV host and
Rapper Qusai “Don Legend” is the face of Saudi hip-hop,
whereas on an underground level, Shiboba, Klash and
many others get massive numbers. Lil Eazy and AlQiyadat Al-Olya are also making a name for themselves
in Saudi hip-hop.
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Also, the diaspora of Arab artists cannot be forgotten;
names like Syrian-American hip-hop artist Omar
Offendum and Iraqi-Canadian hip-hop artist Narcy
are important catalysts in the Arab hip-hop movement.
On another note, what is mostly trending amongst the
youth is the new school hip-hop,with artists like Moh
Flow, Majeed and producer AY who made a collective
called HRMNY. Other artists on the rise are Freek who
is considered one of the very few that does Arabic Trap,
Kshr who recently relocated to Canada & Dubai based
rapper Menon are also artists I predict a great
future for. Sudan also got its share of rap with Flippter
who adds humor to his content.
To be honest, the amount of talent is massive and my
vision is to inject more sense of community and respect
in the hip-hop scene. The current state of hip-hop in the

Crank Up The Volume

region is not fully stable but it has brought forth many
rising artists. Rap is rhythm and poetry: lyrics become
poems orchestrated by Arabic words and complemented
by a beat. Some artists choose to rap in spoken Arabic,
others in formal Arabic and the rest stick to English.
Another interesting aspect is sampling and beat
production. Since the beat is an important element in
a rap song, I have noticed a rise in music producers
creating their own beats and even mastering the art of
sampling. Personally, I love sampling because it takes
the song to a whole new level. It also enables producers
to make listeners rediscover our own heritage, our own
repertoire of old Arab classics. Producers such as Bugsy
from Saudi, Sandhill from Iraq, Orient Squad from Syria
are great examples of that. It is nice to sound like your
own culture, even if we borrowed a Western culture.
Make it your own.
Let’s not forget that hip-hop is made of several
elements,not only rap, which includes DJing, Breaking
and Graffiti, so I would like to take this opportunity to
shout out all my brothers and sisters out there in Arabia
excelling in those fields.
Salam
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MADE IN JAPAN
PHOTOGRAPHY JOSHUA LAWRENCE

“Making the ordinary extraordinary is the reason I started taking
photos in the first place. You can take something seemingly
mundane and turn it into something beautiful. The knowledge
that I can make everything better somehow is what inspires me.
I travelled to Japan because to me it seemed a place already so
extraordinary and full of beauty that I had to see it for myself.
The following photographs are just a few moments of humanity
in a country so inspiring and exciting it’s impossible to take a
bad photograph.”
Instagram @joshualawrencediary
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‘SPORT, STYLE AND MUSIC;
THE SEARCH FOR RELEVANCE WITHIN’

WORDS YASSINE SAIDI
PUMA GLOBAL HEAD OF PRODUCT PARTNERSHIP SELECT

In the words of Steve Stoute, ‘Trends come and go, but
cool is forever.’ I am always on the search for cool and
then finding the relevance within it. This is what get’s
me up in the morning and has been a driving force
throughout my career - from my early days in the surf
and skate industry, to my time at Adidas and now as
Head of Select, PUMA’s collaborative platform.
When you work with a sports company like PUMA, sports
is always relevant and athletes remain at the heart of
the company, but it’s important for us to dig deeper into
the lifestyle and culture associated with these sports and
athletes. Sport is the lifestyle, but the lifestyle is sports…
however the most powerful cultural driver, that comes
hand in hand with this lifestyle is music. This triptych is the
sweet spot - sport, style, music.
Every sport is associated to music and a specific style.
Basketball is a prime example and has been a huge
influence in my life. When I was younger and played
ball, I listened to hip-hop and lived in my Jordan jersey.
Brands like Fubu, Echo, Karl Kani, Sean John all lead the
hip-hop style culture at that time. Although my style was
influenced by these brands and my favourite ball players,
I was more influenced by the artists I was listening to at
the time, adopting the same clothes and brands they
wore into my own wardrobe. The same still happens
today…and I’m not the only one. It’s not contrived or
forced, it’s natural cultural behaviour.
When it comes to brands and sport’s companies, you
can’t buy that culture, you are either part of it or you are
not. More often that not, we see brands try, but simply
signing an artist is not enough. An artist can’t sign a
dotted line and then suddenly give that associated brand
a pass into their desired or target consumer culture.
People will see through it in a heartbeat and in an
industry, which is already so competitive, it will often
work against the brand in the long run.
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With PUMA we are fortunate that hip-hop adopted the
brand 50 years ago when the B Boys starting wearing
the classic suede and the T7 track-top as a uniform. As
breakdancing and hip-hop entered the mainstream, we
saw PUMA suedes go along for the ride. As we prepare
to celebrate the birthday of this classic silhouette next
year, this shoe is still as relevant today as it was then. We
still see it everywhere, from the kids on the street, to Jay Z.
We now live in a world where artists partner with
sportswear brands all the time, but there was a time, not
so long ago actually, when this was not the case. Yes,
musicians would wear the brands and relationships might
have formed through that, however there was no official
partnership or creative input like we see across almost all
brands in sportswear now.
There are different strategies for brands to work with
music artists. One strategy is to sign an artist to endorse
your products, like Nike recently did with Travis Scott and
their VapourMax campaign. The artist is the face but
not the creator. The other strategy goes beyond the face,
but exists when the artist actively contributes to creating
a new product, or series of products for the brand…and
with that, a whole new brand aesthetic is born.
While the latter sounds way more appealing for brands
and artists alike, it is not as simple as just signing
someone ‘cool,’ even if they are ‘relevant.’

WITH PUMA WE ARE FORTUNATE
THAT HIP-HOP ADOPTED THE
BRAND 50 YEARS AGO WHEN
THE B BOYS STARTING WEARING
THE CLASSIC SUEDE AND THE T7
TRACK-TOP AS A UNIFORM.
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While many artists would jump at the chance to
design their own sneaker, very few have the ability to
conceptualise and create product. Every artist has ideas
and a style of their own, but not every artist has a true
vision to create something authentic that still fit’s with the
DNA of the brand in question. Matching the artists vision
with the brands DNA and finding that synergy is what my
team and I work on every day. We find the relevant artists
who have a truly authentic and exciting vision, which is
completely parallel and complimentary of PUMA’s DNA.
Finding that synergy is not something that comes easy.
This is challenge. Our entertainment office based in LA is
the front line in that search.
To fully understand the relationship between sportswear
brands and music artists we have to appreciate the roots
of where it all began. As the first artists to partner with
a sportswear brand in the late 1980’s, Run DMC are a
major part of this progression. At the centre of the Adidas
Superstar relaunch, they changed the way sportswear
brands interacted with consumers. After this, into the late
‘90s and early ‘00s, things went quiet in this area again,
as brands shifted their focus towards collaborations
with fashion designers. PUMA were actually the first
sportswear brand to sign with a fashion house in 1998,
when they partnered with well known designer Jil Sander
and created lifestyle versions of the ‘King’ and ‘Easy
Rider,’ which then became some of the most desirable
fashion sneakers.
In heading up Select, the collaborative platform for
PUMA I am fortunate to have variety. We still work with
fashion designers however I am honoured to work with
a number of up and coming brands, influencers and of
course music artists from all over the world. The variety
goes beyond the type of products we are creating, but
also the approach we take when designing and building
those products.
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TO FULLY UNDERSTAND THE
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
SPORTSWEAR BRANDS AND MUSIC
ARTISTS WE HAVE TO APPRECIATE
THE ROOTS OF WHERE IT ALL
BEGAN.
When artists create music, they are used to having the
freedom to stay in the studio for as long or as short as
they want in order to create the perfect record, often
returning late in the game to make further changes
and tweaks. When it comes to creating a product or
collection, they do not have the same freedom when
it comes to timing. Collection drops are written by the
fashion seasons and we have strict deadlines. Typically
the time is take from creative direction to being able to
find the product in the store is between 9 to 18 months.
For many artists, time, or rather deadlines, are the
biggest challenge they face in the process. Artists are
perfectionists and every detail counts. The reason
they are so good at what they do is because they are
emotionally connected to the final product, whether it is a
song or a sneaker. Our job is to help them translate their
vision into a product in the time we have, while ensuring
it is as close to their vision as possible. An artist will tell
you what beat and note they want in their music, but in
footwear and apparel, thats our business. We are here to
support and translate their creativity into real, relevant
product.

When it comes to Select, two of our most successful
partnerships are FENTY PUMA by Rihanna and PUMA x
XO by The Weeknd. In both cases, the artists in question
are undeniably ‘cool’ but they are also hugely relevant
on a global scale. Rihanna is the biggest pop star in the
world and The Weeknd is one of the most successful
artists we’ve seen over the last few years. Both are truly
talented artists with brand visions that resonate beyond
their music, extending their creativity into different fields.
The result is longevity and relevance for years to come.
Working with PUMA, these artists push the boundaries
of our brand and our aesthetic. Artists today are the
Michael Jordan of yesterday.
The new PUMA x XO partnership is another we are
exceptionally proud of. XO is a brand in it’s own right,
created by The Weeknd, Lamar Taylor and Drop. Their
goal is to make XO accessible to everyone, which is why
they have reached beyond PUMA for collaborating
partners.

So, whats the future for musicians and sportswear
brands? I ask myself this every day as I continue that
same search for what is cool, yet also relevant, taking into
consideration the past, present and the journey ahead.
There is no avoiding the power of music, so it is certain
that sportswear brands will continue to maximise the
potential here for years to come. Imagine a PUMA record
label, a PUMA mixtape or even a PUMA radio station.
The opportunities and ideas are endless.
Meanwhile for artists, there is no doubt that they will take
the lead on their own brands, ultimately creating their
own empire. We are already starting to see this with both
Fenty and XO. These powerhouses of music, style and
fashion are not going anywhere anytime soon.
The magic formula for success however is a mix of
connection, cool and of course, relevance. People will
always need ‘stuff’ but what they really crave is a relevant
connection.

When working with the XO team, we were aligned
from the very beginning. Their vision and approach
complimented ours exactly and our teams became more
than partners, we became friends. Our goal has always
been to create more than a product, but a coinciding
emotional experience, similar to what music evokes, but
coming from a sneaker rather than a beat. The parallels
are the same, hence the name of the sneaker, the PUMA
x XO Parallel.

WORKING WITH PUMA, THESE
ARTISTS PUSH THE BOUNDARIES OF
OUR BRAND AND OUR AESTHETIC.
ARTISTS TODAY ARE THE MICHAEL
JORDAN OF YESTERDAY.
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You cannot dupe us. Sometimes we would love to be
challenged more. Find some people who are less afraid
and less warm. With Greg we do love hot or cold and not
warm. This is the best way to have a taste full and right
full project. You can like it or not. But at least, it has taste
and flavor. This whole world is trying to be so politically
correct resulting by making stuff without meaning. We
don’t make a video for a video. We care. I think it’s pretty
rare nowadays.
How do you choose your projects and clients?
GH: 1. Pleasure. 2. The will to make the market evolve.
3. Projects / Clients have to make sense with our
philosophy.

IN CONVERSATION WITH GREG HERVIEUX & JAY SMITH,
FOUNDERS OF BLACK RAINBOW
Can you tell me more about, how did you start Black
Rainbow? Also, why did you create it?
Greg Hervieux: It all started way before Black Rainbow.
It was about a love for a culture from two people who
noticed the emptiness on the streetwear market which
was becoming more and more digital. We noticed that
we were at a crossroad for this culture which will not be
on the ground anymore but on the screens, not local but
global and it was important to pass the torch to the young
generation.
Jay Smith: We started BLACK RAINBOW in 2006 in
Paris, after going to the first Magic tradeshow when
all the emerging street culture brands were presenting
their work for the first time (The Hundreds, Crooks, 10
Deep...) Greg and I have always been working in the
Street Culture and the sportswear industry. Our idea
with BLACK RAINBOW was to fill in a gap. The fashion
market was not about internet. The street culture market
was not about internet. But we were making already back
in the days the link between brands and Kevin Ma from
HYPEBEAST, introducing David Fisher to many brands.
For some organic reasons we’ve always been a bridge
between people. As if we were the translator. Trying
to connect people and brands and make everybody
understand each other. It is funny when you think about it.
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JS: We don’t care about money. We care about freedom
and excitement. When you are passion driven and
when you need to be excited by what you daily do - you
pretty much have fun with style and grace lol. I won’t lie
by saying that some of the early years was a bit tough
but we don’t need that much to be happy so all good.
We have been pretty lucky so far by starting with great
clients and keep doing interesting projects years after
years. Greg and I are pretty creative, we always come
up with ideas and need to do new things daily. We keep
challenging ourselves.

Because it is not really something you can learn or teach
or do because you want to. It is just happening by honesty
and passion. We believe in our culture.

How would define your creative process?
GH: Once again all our creativity is based on the street
culture “The DIVERSION”

What is the real philosophy behind your agency, why
do you think its add value compare to all the agencies
around there?
GH: We are all about details! The added value comes
from the reality and the truth of a project and the fact
that our watchword is to respect the DNA of each
universe we work into to give sense to each project we
realize. We are not the traditional agency with business
school kids!

JS: Greg and I have an unusual way to work and we are
pretty different from other agencies and from street the
culture generation. We both believe in one main principle
which is to twist everything we see and touch. We kind off
want to be excited by our project first. If either him or me
are not turned on by one of our idea then we don’t do it.
We don’t have any ego and we speak to each other or to
our team with no filter. So it is basically pretty efficient.
Sometimes you crack an idea in 5min, and sometimes in
two weeks lol. There are no rules in creativity.

JS: We are from this market. I mean... we know what we
are talking about. Because we are consumers and fans
first. Greg my partner keep buying KAWS art canvas
and SUPREME stuff. We love the culture and the stories
behind every products. Greg love the artists and the
projects they are creating. You can’t fake that. It is coming
from an honest desire of creating and always push the
boundaries by always respecting the DNA of our culture.
It might be tricky for our clients, sometimes because
we aren’t a regular, classic communication/marketing
agency. We talk real. We came from the streets and as
I said we are the consumers our clients want to reach.
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Tell us more about the relationship between you and
the street culture?
GH: It is complicated to explain something that is a part
of my DNA but I would say that it is a love affair. I was
lucky to be a part of the generation who grew up with
this culture, the generation that created it. This love story
is going strong since the past 30 years and it is a real
pleasure to see it reinvent itself and grow with the time.
JS: Well.. I grew up with names as Fujiwara, Stussy, Nigo,
Watanabe, Futura... and now we are doing projects with
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them... Fashion always come from the streets anyway
as much as the best ideas. It is still a weird feeling to
be a fan and an actor at the same time. Time is flying
and everything is changing now. I am still surprised and
amazed to see all these OG’s still around because after
being involved since more than 15 years, I would lie if I
say that the whole scene is getting weirder. Internet and
globalization changed the rules for sure. The whole vibe
is quite different. Back in the days we use to travel to meet
people and see the world, now everything is one click
away. Not complaining about progress and evolution,
but I won’t deny it feels very different.
How is art playing such an important role into your
culture?
GH: Art is the key of this culture. It started thanks to
Dance Music and paintings. Nothing could evolve
without a crazy enough artist to push boundaries.
JS: Our culture is based on a whole art revolution, Pop Art
first and then Graffiti, these guys totally revolutionized
the industry. There were no clothing representing what
we liked (artists we liked, paintings... Art is pretty one of
the most important key of street culture. There was not
collaborations back in the days, you ain’t got any H&M
or FOREVER21 or UNIQLO to have cool tee-shirt. Artists
were the first ones to create new logos, new designs and
new prints on tees and hoodies and invented streetwear
clothes. You are what you wear and they had to invent
new designs to be able to express and reflect the new
generation who were not able to keep wearing the same
clothes than their parents.
You seem to have important sport clients? What’s your
relationship with sport? Are you practicing?
GH: We have great relationships with sport brands but
I have to highlight that our biggest projects were with
Chanel, Coca-Cola or Moët & Chandon. The bound we
have with sport brands is not the practice of sports itself
but the urban culture that comes with it. Yes, we practice
a lot and we love it! Once again pleasure comes first.
JS: Greg is right. Urban culture and street culture cannot
be disconnect from sport. Sportswear and Sport culture
are really important in our market. It obviously start with
sneakers (sneakers were performance shoes in the past
and became lifestyle shoes because of the localization
of social habitation into cities, and sport’s playground in
the middle of the cities...) but since then the entire Sport’s
market became so important to our culture and athletes
became also the new influencers and trendsetters. It is
more than just one layer. Definitely more.
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What makes you like Dubai? Can you talk more about
your relationship with Sole DXB?
GH: Dubai is the first big surprise I had in the industry,
I did not imagine that the market was so big and that
people were so invested. It is so pleasant to see such a
happy scene and proud to be represented through Sole
DXB. Even if influences are kind of the same everywhere,
Dubai’s energy pushes you to create and share. Our
relationship with Sole DXB is about sharing and
friendship. We all understood that we could build things
together throughout our love for this culture.
They opened us the doors of their universe and we
opened the doors of our culture. What is better than
positive energies meet and mix with each other!!
Sole DXB give us back the will to push our boundaries
but most of all to understand to understand the MiddleEastern culture. I think our relationship is only starting
and that great things will come from this friendship.
JS: Last trip for Sole DXB was probably one of the best
of last year. Because of the vibe, the freshness and this
crazy warm sense of hospitality, and honestly in the
biggest key cities we are over spoiled. We are tired. We
see things and don’t even paid attention to anything
anymore. Dubai gave us such a good energy and open
our eyes that there are still a place for good energy and
culture again. It is good to be back in this state of mind.
It brings us and build us in our early days. It is like we still
have culture to share and we can do meaningful things
for people, whom so far, don’t have it in their own country.
Can’t wait to see this new edition and keep seeing the
whole Middle East scene growing and evolving with (or
without us) lol

How do you see the evolution of the market right now?
GH: I think we are reaching the end of cycle. It happens
every 10 years. The globalization will still be important
but I think we will see more niche markets with products
targeting a precise family of customers like it was at the
beginning. The street will go back to the street to become
authentic again!!!
JS: We are at the crossroads of two generations, the very
end of the street culture generation, the first internet one
and the new generation one. It is a totally different use
of YouTube and snapchat. Supreme is now mass market
and doing a collaboration with Louis Vuitton. It is not a
niche market anymore. It is a global marketing culture
too. All the classic brands integrated now and suck dry
all the process of street culture: collaborations, guerrilla
marketing, viral marketing. We will have to keep reinventing the rules and find new way to keep kids and
consumers interested and focus on new stories we are
building. In a world where you have 10 projects by day
you have to be relevant and precise otherwise your boat
will sink. Stay creative or die. lol #itsallaboutdetails

SOLE DXB X BLACK RAINBOW “ICONIC”
Street culture was emerging in the nineties. It is at the beginning
of the new millennium that a real step was done, specially with
the rise of internet and social networks. Several brands, artists
and labels finally acknowledge that this movement was more
than a fashion trend but a real global cultural revolution. We saw
rise projects that will change codes and mechanics of the market
for ever.
They broke the society barriers and highlighted the diversity of
genders and styles for a contemporary culture addressed to the
youth. They showcase a whole new graphic language and a total
new way to talk to the consumers.
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BAPE CAMO 1993
The most iconic patter of Street Culture, still pertinent and timeless.
Bape moved the camo into the Pop Art.

Sole x Black Rainbow
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SUPREME LVS 2000
This is the most iconic first big twist. When street culture is twisting all the codes and logos of luxury.
Ironically 17 years later it is LOUIS VUITTON that asked SUPREME to do a capsule collection for them.
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BE@RBCIK 1000% CHANEL 2006
The very first seed when street is meeting fashion. You will have to wait 11 years to see
high fashion taking willingly over street culture. The process is totally flipped out.
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Sole x Black Rainbow
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KAWS 4FT GREY 2007
This project is the democratization and popularization of art
through a medium which existed in the market.
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NIKE YEEZY 2009
This pair marks a corner in the Sneaker world and the beginning of a new
business on internet. It is not the brands that takes decisions but influencers.
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Sole x Black Rainbow
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HENNIE HAWORTH
Hennie Haworth is an illustrator living
and working in London. Hennie began
her career designing homeware for
Habitat and has gone on to work on
many different illustration projects since.
The most recent being a beautiful set
of colouring guide books, set in Paris,
London and Chicago. Travel has had
a big influence on Hennie’s work, after
studying in Minneapolis and spending
six months in Japan, she loves to draw
the buildings, clothes, patterns and food
in the world around her. With a love of
colour, Hennie’s passion lies in seeking
out the hidden beauty in her everyday
surroundings, a talent which clients
around the world have put to great use.
Hennie’s vibrant artworks regularly grace
the pages of national newspapers; she
has also enjoyed creating illustrations
for The Royal Mail, The Guardian and
fashion brands Converse and Louis
Vuitton.
Hennie Haworrth is represented
by Meiklejohn Illustration
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VENDING MACHINE 2017
Sole x Virgin Megastore exclusive at Sole DXB

PHOTOGRAPHY
FAREL BISOTTO
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WACKO MARIA

Wacko Maria was established in 2005.
With music as the basis of our foundation, we propose
a style that feels the sense of romance and glamour.
Every season, we draw inspiration from our everyday
experiences. Influenced by music, films and art, we instil
these messages into each and every one of our creations;
expressing these ideals through unique originality and
authentic craftsmanship.
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LIMITED EDITION /50
EXCLUSIVELY AVAILABLE AT EARLY RETIREMENT
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SOLE MERCHANDISE
EXCLUSIVELY AVAILABLE AT EARLY RETIREMENT
PHOTOGRAPHY NAIM CHIDIAC
FEATURING PARVANÉ BARRET, WATHEK ALLAL, LAWRENCE JOKUN-FEARON

Sole DXB 2017 Event t-shirt
Track pants by Precious Trust
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Sole DXB 2017 ‘MIDDLE EAST FAR EAST’ t-shirt
Sole DXB x Wacko Maria Bandana

Sole DXB 2017 Event long sleeve t-shirt
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Sole DXB 2017 ‘WASTA’ t-shirt
Sweatpants by Precious Trust
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Sole DXB 2017 Event t-shirt & hoodie
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Sole DXB 2017 Event t-shirt
Sweatpants by Precious Trust
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SOLE DXB + CINEMA AKIL PRESENT
WORD
IS
BOND
INTERNATIONAL
PREMIERE
THU 7 DEC 6:30PM FILM SCREENING
DUBAI
DESIGN
DISTRICT
(D3)
DIRECTOR
SASHA JENKINS
EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS
PETER BITTENBENDER
ALMA LACOUR
BOBBY OLIVER
JAMES CUTHBERT
JIAH CHOI

SYNOPSIS
Word is Bond, a documentary by Sacha Jenkins
(Fresh Dressed) and Mass Appeal, will explore the
transformative power of lyrics in the world of hip-hop.
Rap music is the modern day personification of the blues
– and yet today’s blues encompass a broad spectrum of
emotions hailing from North, South East, West and the
Far East, even. What was born in the South Bronx has
now taken root globally, and the young poets of New
York have helped to spawn regional dialects everywhere.
Through dynamic archival footage, in-depth interviews
and verite excursions with artists like Nas, Tech9,
J Cole, Rapsody, Anderson .Paak and oodles more,
Word explores the many dimensions that hip-hop
poetics occupy.
The old-school hip-hop catchphrase “keep it real” isn’t
just some hollow request. It’s a rallying cry, demanding
that the followers of the culture stay true to who they
are and the environment that shaped them; it is both
mantra and challenge. Gauntlet thrown. Historically,
when it comes to rock n’ roll, kids don’t discuss whether or
not Ozzy Osbourne wrote his own lyrics. But when Meek
Mill questions whether or not Drake’s lyrics are his own,
true rap fans stand at attention. They want to know if
Drake is keeping it real. That’s because authenticity is
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the backbone of hip-hop – being true to yourself while
being true to the culture is paramount. Your words are
your bond to the philosophies that drive hip-hop. If your
words are false-if you are looking to pass yourself off as
a gangster when you’re really a geek-then you might as
well jump into a vat of hot plastic, feel-first.
Artists like Nas and Rakin and Big Daddy Kane and
Rapsody are proof positive that words – weather they are
rapped or sung – can change your life. The human voice,
when broadcasting words with harmony and feeling and
rhythm, have the ability to echo the essence of the human
condition. Lyrics can be ripe with social commentary, or
touch on hope or the magic of significant others. Lyrics
can contemplate death, target emcees, broadcast a
secret language, give you knowledge, put the ‘B’ in
braggadocio.
The work that today’s top emcees create is astounding,
but we never see the writing process, rarely learn of their
inspirations, seldom hear about what makes them tick,
or why lyrics are so important to them and important to
the hip-hop masses. Rap today is popular music. Word
Is Bond takes us on a trip – from the parks of the South
Bronx to the top of the pop charts.
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Coming Soon

